Change Log

DATE
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
24/02/2017
24/02/2017
24/02/2017
24/02/2017
24/02/2017
24/02/2017
24/02/2017
27/02/2017
27/02/2017
27/02/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017
23/03/2017

CHANGE
EDI code MSG-FUNCTION found to map to Declaration/FunctionCode tag
AcceptanceDateTime x-path change + additional attribute
New: DeclarationOfficeID tag at header level.
Local Reference Number (LRN in EUCDM) is known as FunctionalReferenceID in WCO (D026) allows up to an..35 but EUCDM expects only an..22
New: DMS Identification Stamp at header level.
New: Goods Item Quantity at header level.
New: WCO standard document Metadata added to the Metadata section.
TotalInvoiceAmount has a WCO format of N..16,3 rather than the expected N..16,2
New: IssueDateTime at header level.
New: IssueLocationID at header level.
New: LoadingListQuantity at header level.
New: Specific Circumstance Indicator - is it needed for Imports?
TotalGrossMassMeasure - uncertainy as to whether we need a separate unit measurement or not.
Deferred Payment (Box 48 | DE2/6): corrected WCO Schema x-path and added optional Category & Type information from WCO Schema.
New: Additional rows added for AdditionalInformation at header level (StatementTypeCode).
New: AdditionalInformation "Pointer" section added.
Updated Declarant representation (3/21) to include the correct IBM codelist - in notes.
Updated Representative EORI to show that it is Mandatory according to UCC.
New: Authenticator Name (Box 54) in addition to the current Authentication element (DE 1/8).
Clarified: Transport Mode - removed irrelevant xpaths leaving the one DMS uses (included Codelist id).
Clarified: Nationality of active means of transport crossing the border - removed irrelevant xpaths leaving the one DMS uses (included Codelist id).
Removed from mapping: Nationality of active means of transport crossing the border at item level - not needed for Imports according to UCC.
New: 2 data items for Border Transport Means - Name and TypeCode.
New: Declarant contact name.
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group
HL
IL
Message Metadata

Header level (HL)

WCO (3.6) XML Path

MESSAGE-CODE

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

Example(s)

The ‘Association Assigned Code’ allocated to the message type/subset by
Customs is “109” followed by this data element.
The MESSAGE-CODE in the BGM segment is used to identify the incoming
EDIFACT message and hence the CHIEF transaction to be invoked.
The version of the WCO model that is in use for this Declaration XML instance.

N3

"712"

"713"

712, 713

A..3

"ISW"

"ISW"

ISW

AN..6

"3.6"

"3.6"

Part of the Standard WCO schema header metadata.

3.6

"DEC"

"DEC"?

Part of the Standard WCO schema header metadata.

DEC

IL

IL

DocumentMetadata/
WCODataModelVersionCode (xs:token)

WCO Type of document

DocumentMetadata/
WCOTypeName (xs:string)
DocumentMetadata/
ResponsibleCountryCode (xs:token)

Standard ISO 3166 2 character Country Code for the Country with responsibilty
for initial processing of the Declaration?

AN..2

"GB"

"GB"

Part of the Standard WCO schema header metadata.

GB

Responsible Governmental agency name

DocumentMetadata/
ResponsibleAgencyName (xs:string)

Name of the Government department that has responsibility in processing the
Declaration.

AN..70

"HMRC"

"HMRC"

Part of the Standard WCO schema header metadata.

HMRC

Government Agency assigned customisation code

DocumentMetadata/
AgencyAssignedCustomizationCode
(xs:token)

HMRCs code stating what, if any, customisation has been done to this
Declaration message.

AN..6

Part of the Standard WCO schema header metadata.

Agency assigned customisation version code

DocumentMetadata/
HMRCs version number of the code that states what, if any, customisation has
AgencyAssignedCustomizationVersionCo been done to this Declaration message.
de (xs:token)

AN..3

Part of the Standard WCO schema header metadata.

Declaration/FunctionCode (xs:token)

Used to determine the purpose of the message as follows:
for a declaration:
“9” (original) to be inserted;
“5” (replace) to amend an existing entry;
“1” (cancellation) to cancel an existing entry.
for a declaration response:
“27” (not accepted) when there are errors;
“29” (accepted without amendment) when accepted.
for a request for data:
“13” (request).
for a response to a request:
“11” (response).
for a report:
“6” (confirmation).
The unique ID of the referenced declaration,
assigned by the DMS process.

N..2

AN..35

N/A

M

This will only be used in amendments to existing
declarations.

Declaration/
AcceptanceDateTime (xs:string)

The date or date-time of legal acceptance of an Entry. This element is used to
declare the tax point on a Supplementary Declaration.

AN..35

M

M

Not found an obvious UCC data item to match.

20170103140059???, 20170103

Declaration/AcceptanceDateTime/
@formatCode (xs:string)

Attribute to the AcceptanceDateTime data to provide details of the format used. AN3
Allowed format codes are:
102 - CCYYMMDD
304 - CCYYMMDDHHMMSSZZZ

M

M

WCO item found separately.
A customisation on the standard WCO 3.6 schema design
but allows relevant date data.

102, 304

Declaration/
DeclarationOfficeID (xs:string)
Declaration/TypeCode (xs:token)

Identifies a location at which the declaration is lodged.

AN..17

?

?

Should hold a UN/LOCODE (AN..5) + National code (AN..12)

Characters specify Import/Export, EFTA or Special territory.

A2

M

M

Existing EDIFACT (and CHIEF) includes both Declaration Type IM
and Additional Declaration Type.

Message function code

MSG-FUNCTION

DMS Identification stamp
Electronic Administrative Document data starts
Acceptance Date Time (Tax Point)

Declaration/ID (xs:string)

ACPTNC-DTM

Declaration Office Identifier
Declaration Type

Initial entry

WCO Datamodel version

Responsible country code

1

Format

Item level (IL)
HMRC-ASG-CODE

1

Description

(and format)

Declaration type (1/1)

DECLN-TYPE

"9"

"5"

From Stakeholder enagagement event 8/2:
"Will API design be like this (one do-everything message
type with codes to differentiate function) or will it be
multiple "tailored" APIs? Langdon would prefer the latter,
as it makes validation rules more certain"

9, 5

The FunctionCode tag in WCO3.6 can be used for this
purpose. The current allowable DMS codes are:
9 - Original Declaration
13 - Request (Additional message)
14 - Advance Notification (EIDR goods presentation)

Box 1 is used by Trade Stats and will need to be passed on to
them in future.

1

1

Additional Declaration Type

Additional declaration type (1/2)

DECLN-TYPE

Declaration/TypeCode (xs:token)

Character specifies the category of the declaration. In this case it would always
be either 'X', 'Y' or 'Z'.

A1

M

DMS uses the codelist TradeMovementType (id:92) for this
item.
Existing EDIFACT (and CHIEF) includes both Declaration Type Y, Z
and Additional Declaration Type.

M

Box 1 is used by Trade Stats and will need to be passed on to
them in future.
DMS uses the codelist DeclarationType (id: 37) for this item.
1

1

5

Goods item quantity

32

Total number of items (1/9) - see Notes

Goods Item No.

Goods item number (1/6)

ITEM-NO

Declaration/GoodsItemQuantity
(xs:decimal)

Count of the total number of goods items within a document. Specified by DMS. N..5

Declaration/
GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
SequenceNumeric (xs:decimal)

Sequential number of the current item in the declaration.
Number of the item in relation to the total number of items contained in the
declaration, the summary declaration, notification or proof of the customs status
of Union goods, where there is more than one item of goods.
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N..5

?

?

M

In EUCDM this isn't applicable to an Import Declaration. Of
those it is applicable for it is optional for the Member State
as to whether they want to get this information - even
then it is meant only for Paper-based declarations! . WCO
schema allows an attribute for unit code but uncertain this
would be useful if the items in the declaration had more
than one unit code type!

M

This would likely be machine generated.
1
From Stakeholder engagement event 8/2:
"Assume this goes to 99999 and is still auto-generated.
What is policy on aggregation in future? Langdon high
volume traders use a daily "closing stock warehouse balance
per product" (= some aggregation) but even so over 3000
items (different product types) are common and so they
need logic to chop the messages up into <999 blocks"
The WCO 3.6 schema allows for as many item lines as
necessary - however the item-no value should only allow up
to 99999 as you suspect. As long as the Stakeholders do not
envisage larger aggregations it should be fine.
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D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL
1

Common name

IL

Header level (HL)
Signature / Authentication

54

Development name

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Signature/ authentication (1/8)

Declaration/
Authentication/
Authentication (xs:string)

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Legal authentication credential for that declaration.

AN..35

HL
M

HL
M

Item level (IL)

IL

Example(s)

IL
Box 54 is not represented as a single digital piece of data in
EDIFACT/CHIEF. I assume this will be covered by ROSM
(Register Once Subscribe Many) methodology used by Gov
Gateway at Registration?
Format taken from UCC model. WCO schema holds
AN..256.
From Stakeholder engagement event 8/2/17:
"Does the electronic signature go into the message (header)
as an explicit data item or is is somehow picked up from the
Digital layer? "

1

54

Signature / Authentication

Name of Authenticator

1

54

Issue Date (and time)

Issue date and time

1

54
4

1

AN..70

O?

O?

Not in current CHIEF. Not seen as a data element in UCC
either - but is in WCO Schema and IBM implementation.

Date/time of legal authentication.

AN..35

?

?

Attribute to the IssueDateTime data to provide details of the format used.
Allowed format codes are:
102 - CCYYMMDD
304 - CCYYMMDDHHMMSSZZZ

AN3

M

M

WCO ref. D011: used by DMS. How does this differ from
AcceptanceDateTime?
A customisation on the standard WCO 3.6 schema design
but allows relevant date data.

UN/LOCODE of the place at which a document was issued and when appropriate, AN..5
signed or otherwise authenticated
The number of loading lists, manifests or similar documents.
N..5

?

?

Used by DMS.

?

?

Used by DMS.

Attribute of Loading List Quantity.

?

?

?

Code specifying circumstances for declarations.

AN..3

?

?

Issue location identifier

Declaration/IssueLocationID (xs:stirng)

Loading List Quantity

Loading list quantity

Specific Circumstances Code

Specific circumstance indicator (1/7)

Declaration/LoadingListQuantity
(xs:decimal)
Declaration/LoadingListQuantity/
@unitCode (xs:string)
Declaration/
SpecificCircumstancesCodeCode
(xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
GovernmentProcedure/
CurrentCode (xs:token)
and
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
GovernmentProcedure/
PreviousCode (xs:token)

37(1)

1

Name of the authenticating party.

Issue Location

4
1

Declaration/
Authentication/Authenticator/
Name (xs:string)
Declaration/
IssueDateTime (xs:string)
Declaration/IssueDateTime/
@formatCode (xs:string)

Procedure

37(2)

Additional Procedure

Procedure (1/10)

Additional procedure (1/11)

CPC

CPC

The customs procedure codes (CPCs) identify the customs and/or excise regimes AN2 + AN2
which goods are being entered into and removed from (where this applies).

M

102, 304

Code specifying circumstances for declarations.
Not used in EUCDM for Import declarations.
M

Commonly known as CPC (Custom Procedure Code) when
both parts are concatenated. Needs both parts to be valid
(AN7).
Box 37 is used by Trade Stats and will need to be passed on
to them in future.

This part designates whether it is an EU or UK based procedure.

AN3

M(99)

M(99)

DMS uses the codelist GovernmentProcedureType (id: 47)
for these items.
UCC states these characters can occur up to 99 times appears to be erroneous.
Box 37 is used by Trade Stats and will need to be passed on
to them in future.

Box 40: Simplified Declaration / Previous Documents (NB UCC concatenates these separate items into one data item that can occur up to 99 times)
2
40
Document Class
Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1): PREV-DOC-CLASS
Document category

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
PreviousDocument/
CategoryCode (xs:token)

Identifies the class or kind of document being declared.

A1

M(99)

M(99)

Has 3 indicators so has to be either:
X= Summary Declaration
Y= Initial Declaration of Goods under Simplified Procedures
Z= Previous Document

Y

DMS uses the codelist DocumentCategory (id: 38) for these
items.
2

40

Document Type

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1): PREV-DOC-TYPE
Previous document type

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
PreviousDocument/
TypeCode (xs:token)

The previous document type values including EU and ECS.

AN..3

M(99)

M(99)

820
There are currently 32 possible UK codes for Document
Type, 30 of which are applicable to Imports. The full list is
available here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-tradetariff-document-types-codes-and-associated-classes-for-box40/uk-trade-tariff-document-types-codes-and-associatedclasses-for-box-40

CHIEF allows AN..6 for this item.
DMS uses the codelist DocumentType (id: 40) for these
items.

2

40

Document Reference

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1): PREV-DOC-REF
Previous document reference

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
PreviousDocument/

Identifies the document.

AN..35

C(99)

C(99)

ID (xs;string)

2

40

Goods item identifier

2

40

Document Class

2

40

Document Type

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1):
Goods item identifier

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
PreviousDocument/

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1):
Document category

LineNumeric (xs:decimal)
Declaration/
PreviousDocument/
CategoryCode (xs:token)

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1):
Previous document type

Declaration/
PreviousDocument/

The goods item identifier shall only be provided in cases where it is necessary for N..5
the unambiguous identification of the goods item concerned.

C(99)

C(99)

From the Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"This is an audit trail. Now, only the last document & its
reference are declared, this implies the whole chain is now
required (and may not be available as different companies /
software solutions are involved). What does Customs
actually NEED? "
Dependent on definition in Tariff e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity or elsewhere e.g. licence
From the Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"This reference will have come back on a previous
RESPONSE message, they link to the previous message
(only) if it was input by their software "
Not part of CHIEF/ EDIFACT

Identifies the class or kind of document being declared.

A1

M(9999)

M(9999)

Import CHIEF doesn't allow this at Header level.

The previous document type values including EU and ECS.

AN..3

M(9999)

M(9999)

DMS uses the codelist DocumentCategory (id: 38) for these
items.
820
Import CHIEF doesn't allow this at Header level.

TypeCode (xs:token)

DMS uses the codelist DocumentType (id: 40) for these
items.
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D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL
2

2

IL

Common name
Header level (HL)

40

Development name

Goods item identifier

Box 44: Additional Information
2
44

WCO (3.6) XML Path
(and format)

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1):
Previous document reference

Declaration/
PreviousDocument/

Simplified declaration/ Previous documents (2/1):
Goods item identifier

ID (xs:string)
Declaration/
PreviousDocument/
LineNumeric (xs:decimal)

Description

Format

Identifies the document.

AN..35

Item level (IL)

Document Reference

40

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Additional Information (AI) Statement

Additional information (2/2): Code

ITEM-AI-STMT

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalInformation/
StatementCode (xs:token)

The goods item identifier shall only be provided in cases where it is necessary for N..5
the unambiguous identification of the goods item concerned.

Identifies an additional information statement at the item level.

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

IL

IL

C(9999)

C(9999)

Import CHIEF doesn't allow this at Header level.

C(9999)

C(9999)

Import CHIEF doesn't allow this at Header level.

AN5

M(99)

Example(s)

M(99)

EU defined statements always begin with a numeral, UK
statements with an alphabetic character, See this webpage
for details:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-tradetariff-additional-information-codes-for-harmoniseddeclarations/uk-trade-tariff-additional-information-codesfor-harmonised-declarations
No obvious IBM DMS Codelist for this!
From the Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Assume this (AI Statements) remains as-is and DMS will be
changed if need be."

2

2

44

44

27
44

Additional Information (AI) Statement
Text

Additional information (2/2): Freetext

Declaration Part Number
Declarant Assigned Reference
Declaration Unique Consignment
Reference

ITEM-AI-STMT-TXT

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalInformation/
StatementDescription (xs:string)

DECLN-PART-NO
Reference number/UCR (2/4)

TDR-OWN-REF-ENT
DECLN-UCR

Declaration/
FunctionalReferenceID
(xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
UCR/
TraderAssignedReferenceID (xs:string)

A single line of text describing the value of the AI statement code..

AN..512

C(99)

C(99)

Necessity is dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs
Procedure, Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
CHIEF/EDIFACT has this set to a maximum of 70 characters.

Specifies (when necessary) a reference to allow many declarations to form part
of a unique consignment.
This is a commercial reference supplied by the declarant.
TDR-OWN-REF-ENT is output on various reports produced by CHIEF and other
government systems (e.g. deferment account statement).

AN..4

O

O

AN..35

M

M

Additionally allows the characters minus symbol '-'. left
bracket '(' and right bracket ')'.

2GB123456789012ABC1234

The entry must be identified either by consignment
reference (DECLN-UCR with optional DECLN-PART-NO) or
entry reference (ENT-NO/DT-OF-ENT). Initial and
supplementary declarations with the same Declaration
UCR/part are distinguished by DECLN-TYPE. If both
references are supplied then they must identify the same
entry.

Unique reference for identifying the goods within a declaration. This can be used
to amend or cancel the Entry. Better known as a DUCR.

This entry concerns the unique commercial reference
number assigned by the person concerned to the
consignment in question. It may take the form of WCO (ISO
15459) codes or equivalent. It provides access to underlying
commercial data of interest to customs.
UCC only allows one instance of 2/4 at header level but
utilises SAD Box 7 (i.e. Reference Number). It also allows
one instance at item level.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"In future this needs to be UNIQUE, and TRADER-ASSIGNED.
CDS needs to enforce this, its a weakness in CHIEF.
Was known as 'Traders Own Reference'"
2

44

This is a unique consignment reference for the goods covered by the declaration. AN..35

M

M

44

Declaration Unique Consignment
Reference
Government Contractor EORI

DECLN-UCR

2

GCON-TURN

The Economic Operator Registration & Identification of the Government
Contractor. This must be a UK EORI (i.e. prefixed with 'GB'.

AN..17

C

C

2

44

Additional Information (AI) Statement

HDR-AI-STMT

Generic statement code at the header level.

AN5
(WCO AN..17)

M

M

Declaration/
AdditionalInformation/
StatementCode (xs:token)

This concept doesn't really exist in EUCDM (unless you
imagine the above will work).
Previously known as a TURN (Trader Unique Reference
Number).
Carol Carlile: "Think this data item is likely to be dispensed
with for CDS. "
EU defined statements always begin with a numeral, UK
statements with an alphabetic character, See this webpage
for details:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-tradetariff-additional-information-codes-for-harmoniseddeclarations/uk-trade-tariff-additional-information-codesfor-harmonised-declarations
Although it has been thought UCC Ref. 1/7 (Specific
circumstance indicator) could be a possible fit for this set
of HDR-AI data items it only allows a certain specified list
of values for a 3 character code. Hence I haven't put this in
the Development name column.
Doesn't appear to be a UCC equivalent at Header level.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Assume as-is and DMS will be changed if need be. UCC
doesn't have it at header level, so does that mean it will
repeat for each item?"
No obvious IBM DMS Codelist for this!
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
2

IL
44

Header level (HL)
Additional Information (AI) Statement
Text

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

A single line of text describing the value of the AI statement code..

t..70
(WCO AN..512)

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Example(s)

HL
C

HL
C

DR GB 123456789000

(and format)

Item level (IL)
HDR-AI-STMT-TXT

Declaration/
AdditionalInformation/
StatementDescription (xs:string)

IL

IL
Necessity is dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs
Procedure, Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Doesn't appear to be a UCC equivalent at Header level.

2

44

Additional Information (AI) Statement
Type Code

Declaration/
AdditionalInformation/
StatementTypeCode (xs:token)

Code qualifying the subject of the additional statement.

AN..3

C

C

Necessity is dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs
Procedure, Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Code qualifying the subject of the additional statement.
Doesn't appear to be a UCC equivalent.

2

44

Additional Infomration (AI) "Pointer"

AI Pointer: Document Section Code

Declaration/
AdditionalInformation/
Pointer/
DocumentSectionCode (xs:token)

Details to refer to a functional attribute within a declaration. This specifies a
section within the document/message. With the other information within the
Pointer element it will allow the amendment of existing Declaration data.

AN..3

Doesn't exist in UCC/EUCDM - data used for the system to
administer to changes to existing Declarations.

Additional Infomration (AI) "Pointer"

AI Pointer: Sequence Numeric

Declaration/
AdditionalInformation/
Pointer/
SequenceNumeric (xs:decimal)

Details to refer to a functional attribute within a declaration. This specifies the
position of the change within the document/message. With the other
information within the Pointer element it will allow the amendment of existing
Declaration data.

N..5

Doesn't exist in UCC/EUCDM - data used for the system to
administer to changes to existing Declarations.

Additional Infomration (AI) "Pointer"

AI Pointer: Tag Id

Declaration/
AdditionalInformation/
Pointer/
TagID (xs:string)

Details to refer to a functional attribute within a declaration. This specifies the
tag identifier of the related change within the document/message. With the
other information within the Pointer element it will allow the amendment of
existing Declaration data.

AN..4

Doesn't exist in UCC/EUCDM - data used for the system to
administer to changes to existing Declarations.

Master Unique Consignment Reference

Reference number/UCR (2/4)

MASTER-UCR

Similar to a DUCR (see above) but while a DUCR directly relates to an individual AN..35
CHIEF declaration, MUCR are used to associate/link several DUCR or as a key to a
known frontier movement reference such as an Airway Bill. Hence a Unique
Consignment Reference (UCR) for a consolidation of consignments at declaration
and/or master level. A consolidation need only contain the goods covered by a
single declaration allowing the MASTER-UCR to be the reference to the
consignment as known to an Inventory system.

O

O

For Imports the only Master UCR format that is currently
GB/AB12-ZX500991A
supported is the Inventory Consignment Reference format
(i.e. GB/[3 or 4 character Inventory system identity
allocated by Customs to a CSP or a consolidator] -[Inventory
consignment reference of at least 5 characters (maximum
of 25 for Imports)] ). It should be noted that for Imports
CHIEF allows just the Inventory Consignment Reference to
be supplied in this element when the associated Inventory
system is defined for the submitting trader role. Note also,
that while Imports allows embedded spaces to be declared
within the Inventory Consignment Reference, it will not
permit leading space(s). Thus ‘GB/CUK1-I C R’ is a valid
format for Imports but ‘GB/CUK1- ICR’ is not.
For more information on format see Declaration Unique
Consignment Reference.
UCC only allows one instance of 2/4 at header level but
utilises SAD Box 7 (i.e. Reference Number). It also allows
one instance at item level.

2

44

Premise Name

Location of Goods (5/23)?

PREM-NAME

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Name (xs:string)

The name associated with an Approved premise. Approved premises include
warehouses which are buildings approved by HMRC in which goods may be
stored without payment of all or some of the charges to which they are liable.

t..35

C

C

This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"This is a warehouse. It is used for "SEA" scheme, eg
Belgium or NL located warehouses. Is at header level now."

2

44

Premise Street

Location of Goods (5/23)?

PREM-STREET to PREM-STREET4

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
Line (xs:string)

Approved premise address - usually a authorised warehouse but could be
another approved place – street line(s)

t..35 x4

C

C

This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.

2

44

Premise City

Location of Goods (5/23)?

PREM-CITY

Approved premise address - usually a authorised warehouse but could be
another approved place – city

AN..35

C

C

This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.

2

44

Premise Post Code

Location of Goods (5/23)?

PREM-POSTCODE

Approved premise address - usually a authorised warehouse but could be
another approved place – postcode.

t..9

C

C

This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.

2

44

Premise Country

Location of Goods (5/23)?

PREM-CNTRY

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)

Approved premise address - usually a authorised warehouse but could be
another approved place – country (ISO 3166)

A2

C

C

This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.

WCO Schema only allows one line for Street.

IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
2

IL

Header level (HL)
Supervising Office Code

44

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

The Customs Unit code for the Supervising Office. Used for IPR, for example.

AN8

HL
C

HL
C

Item level (IL)
Supervising customs office (5/27)

Example(s)

(and format)
SPOFF-CODE

Declaration/
SupervisingOffice/
ID (xs:string)

IL

IL
Currently a four character code (numerals) in CHIEF. UCC
format includes Country. Ideally they want:
The first three characters (an3) would be taken up by the
UN/LOCODE [2] location name and the last three by a
national alphanumeric subdivision (an3). If this subdivision
is not used, the characters ‘000’ should be inserted.
UCC:: This information is used in case the declaration for
temporary storage or the customs declaration to place the
goods under a special procedure other than transit is lodged
at a customs office different to the supervising customs
office as indicated in the respective authorisation.
Suspect this would be CustomsOfficeCode (id: 32) in IBMs
DMS product.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Use of the Customs Office List (COL) would be a change for
the sofrware suppliers"

2

44

Supervising Office Name

SPOFF-NAME

The name associated with a Customs office that is responsible for supervision of t..35
the customs warehouse/place authorisation.

C

C

2

44

Supervising Office Street

SPOFF-STREET to SPOFF-STREET4

Supervising Customs Office – street line(s)

C

C

t..35 x4

2

44

Supervising Office City

SPOFF-CITY

Supervising Customs Office – city

AN..35

C

C

2

44

Supervising Office Post Code

SPOFF-POSTCODE

Supervising Customs Office – postcode.

t..9

C

C

2

44

Supervising Office Country

SPOFF-CNTRY

Supervising Customs Office – country (ISO 3166)

A2

C

C

This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.
This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.

2

44

Supervising Office Name

I-SPOFF-NAME

The name associated with a Customs office that is responsible for supervision of t..35
the customs warehouse/place authorisation for the specific item.

M

M

2

44

Supervising Office Street

I-SPOFF-STREET to I-SPOFF-STREET4

Supervising Customs Office – street line(s) for the item.

t..35 x4

C

C

2

44

Supervising Office City

I-SPOFF-CITY

Supervising Customs Office – city for the item.

AN..35

C

C

2

44

Supervising Office Post Code

I-SPOFF-POSTCODE

Supervising Customs Office – postcode. for the item.

t..9

C

C

2

44

Supervising Office Country

I-SPOFF-CNTRY

Supervising Customs Office – country (ISO 3166) for the item.

A2

C

C

2

44

Third Quantity

ITEM-THRD-QTY

Specifies a ‘third quantity’ for the item if this is required by the Tariff, otherwise N(11,3)
it should be omitted.

C

C

Also used for street address lines of Custom Unit addresses
defined on CHIEF.
This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.
This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.
This data is mandatory when the corresponding Premise
Identification (PREM-ID) element does not identify a
warehouse registered in GB.
Appears to be no Supervising Office data in UCC at item
level.
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
The quantity can be expressed up to three decimal places.
When supplied on an Import Entry it must be greater than
zero unless the CPC allows zero. Import CPCs that allow zero
are held as Table Entries in Table CPCZ.
This item is used by Trade Stats and where populated will
need to be passed on to them (Vessels only.)
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"This is the 3rd Stat Quantitiy. It is not the quantity for
Excise calculations- that is declared in Box 47. Is it required
for CDS? Is it even required post SAD-H? The paper tariff
asks for it but the online (UKTT) Tariff does not"

Box 44: Documents produced, certificates and authorisations, additional references
2
44
Document Code

Documents produced, certificates and
authorisations, additional references (2/3):
Document type

HDR-DOC-CODE

Declaration/
AdditionalDocument/
TypeCode (xs:token)

Documents codes for items such as: Declarant, Representative, Principal,
Warehouse Keeper, Carrier, Other authorised economic operator etc.

AN4

M

M

Currently 12 possible codes for Imports at the Header Level. 9DCS, Y040
3 are of EU origin, the rest are UK specific. (EU codes start
with a numeral).
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"It is followed by the VAT Number of an onward supply
customer"

2

44

Document Status

HDR-DOC-STATUS

Code for the availability and reason for not supplying a document or the action
to be taken with the document.

AN2

C

C

IBM Codelist DocumentType (id:40) seems likely for this
data.
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence). See this page for
more:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-tradetariff-document-status-codes-for-harmoniseddeclarations/uk-trade-tariff-document-status-codes-forharmonised-declarations
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Assume remains as-is and DMS will be changed if
necessary"
Suspect this will come under a sub-type of IBMs Codelist
DocumentType (id:40).
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Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL

IL

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

An identifier for the document. In the UCC this is only needed with National
Codes (i,e, not when Union codes are used.

AN..35

HL
C

HL
C

2

44

Header level (HL)
Document Reference

Item level (IL)

2

44

Document Reason

HDR-DOC-REASON

The reason for the status.

t..70

C

C

2

44

Document Part

HDR-DOC-PART

AN..5

C

C

2

44

Quantity relating to the Declaration

HDR-DOC-QTY

Identifies a part of a document or qualifies the use of the document (e.g. CAP
refund claim type).
The part and quantity are entered as required for the particular document.

N(11,3)

C

C

Documents codes for items such as: Chemical weapons, Pedigree and
zootechnical certificates, Kimberley Process Diamond certificates etc.

AN4

M(99)

M(99)

Code for the availability and reason for not supplying a document or the action
to be taken with the document.

AN2

C(99)

C(99)

Documents produced, certificates and
authorisations, additional references (2/3):
Document identifier

2

44

Document Code

2

44

Document Status

Documents produced, certificates and
authorisations, additional references (2/3):
Document type

Example(s)

(and format)
HDR-DOC-REF

ITEM-DOC-CODE

Declaration/
AdditionalDocument/
ID (xs:string)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
TypeCode (xs:token)

ITEM-DOC-STATUS

IL

IL
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
CHIEF allows this to a maximum of 35 characters.
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Currently out of 210 possible codes for Imports at the Item L116, 9101
Level. 21 are of EU origin, the rest are UK specific. (EU codes
start with a numeral).
IBM Codelist DocumentType (id:40) seems likely for this
data.
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence). See this page for
more:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-tradetariff-document-status-codes-for-harmoniseddeclarations/uk-trade-tariff-document-status-codes-forharmonised-declarations

AC, JA, JP

From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"HMRC should publish the valid document / status code
combinations, especially as an aid to testing. For example
the new FLEGT licence type is a "write off" licence, so they
worried that if they entered a "used" status it might
inadvertently exhaust it."

2

44

Document Reference

2

44

Document Reason

2

44

2

44

Documents produced, certificates and
authorisations, additional references (2/3):
Document identifier

ITEM-DOC-REF

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
ID (xs:string)

An identifier for the document at item level.

t..35

C(99)

C(99)

ITEM-DOC-REASON

The reason for the item level status.

t..70

C(99)

C(99)

Document Part

ITEM-DOC-PART

C(99)

C(99)

ITEM-DOC-QTY

Identifies a part of a document or qualifies the use of the document (e.g. CAP
refund claim type).
The part and quantity are entered as required for the particular document.at
item level.

AN..5

Quantity relating to the Declaration

N(11,3)

C(99)

C(99)

Suspect this will come under a sub-type of IBMs Codelist
DocumentType (id:40).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).

Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Assume as-is. This is the licence write-off functionality, we
we expect to keep (change DMS / TDS if need be) "

2

44

2

Registered Consignee EORI

7

RCNSGE-TURN

Unique Consignment Reference

Reference number/UCR (2/4)

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) for the
consignee responsible for the VAT.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
UCR/
TraderAssignedReferenceID (xs:string)

AN..17

O

This entry concerns the unique commercial reference number assigned by the
AN..35
person concerned to the consignment in question. It may take the form of WCO
(ISO 15459) codes or equivalent. It provides access to underlying commercial
data of interest to customs.

O

C

Previously known as a TURN (Trader Unique Reference
Number).
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"not used / not needed? "
C

Currently UK doesn't accept UCRs at item level; this is
merely a UCC allowance. See Declaration Unique
Consignment Reference or Master Unique Consignment
Reference.
Is this needed?
Box 7 is used by Trade Stats and will need to be passed on to
them.
Q. from Carol Carlile: "Do we intend to re-instate SDIs, to
collect Trade Stats and complicance information? We are
missing too much audit information now. "
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Policy decision requested from Ruth Markham. Langdon
only have half the information to complete the EIDR
notification - the rest is only held by the importer but they
have no IT system to be able to submit it to HMRC. Letter ccd to Carol Carlile. "

2

2

48

Local Reference Number

Local Reference Number (2/5)

Deferred payment

Deferred payment (2/6): Identifer

FIR-DAN / SCND-DAN

Declaration/
FunctionalReferenceID (xs:string)

Nationally defined and allocated by the declarant in agreement with HMRC to
identify each single declaration.

AN..22

M

M?

Declaration/AdditionalDocument/
ID (xs:string)

The reference number of the deferred payment authorisation in question.

AN..35

O

O

This is a unique commercial reference, like for EMCS. Its
unique to you as the submitter and is intended as some kind
of tracking number. It is also AN22 in EMCS.
CHIEF uses a N7 Id number. WCO Schema allows up to
AN70.
The Deferment Approval Number of the deferment account
which is to be used for non-VAT (Duty) revenue and for VAT
revenue if no SCND-DAN is provided.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Assume as-is (that a second DAN can be used and the
revenue types (VAT, Customs) split across the two DANs)
and that DMS will be changed if need be."
WCO Schema allows more than one instance of this data at
Header level. However EUCDM expects this to occur only
once.
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D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL
2

Common name

IL

Header level (HL)
Deferred payment

48

Development name

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Deferred payment (2/6): Category Code (not in
EUDCM)

Declaration/AdditionalDocument/
CategoryCode (xs:token)

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Code specifying the category of a Deferred Payment.

AN..3

HL
O

HL
O

Item level (IL)

IL

IL
Expect codes for:
# Duty+VAT,
# Duty only,
# VAT only?
WCO Schema allows more than one instance of this data at
Header level. However EUCDM doesn't expect this data at
all.

2

48

2
2

Deferred payment

48
49

Deferred payment (2/6): Type Code (not in
EUDCM)

Deferred payment
Premise Identification / Identification of
Warehouse

Deferred payment (2/6)

Declaration/AdditionalDocument/
TypeCode (xs:token)

FIR-DAN / SCND-DAN

Identification of warehouse (2/7): type

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Warehouse/
TypeCode (xs;token)

Code specifying the name of an additional document.

AN..3

The reference number of the deferred payment authorisation in question at item AN..35
level.
Using the relevant Union code, enter the type of the storage facility, followed by A1
the authorisation number of the warehouse or temporary storage facility
concerned.

O

O

O
C

WCO Schema allows more than one instance of this data at
Header level. However EUCDM doesn't expects this data at
all.

O
C

The warehouse ID is required for all imports/exports/free
circulation and movement of CW goods this includes where
the declaration of placing of goods under a customs
procedure is used to discharge a customs warehousing
procedure.

R Public customs warehouse type I
S Public customs warehouse type II
T Public customs warehouse type III
U Private customs warehouse
V Storage facilities for the temporary storage of goods
Y Non-customs warehouse
Z Free zone

2

49

Premise Identification / Identification of
Warehouse

Identification of warehouse (2/7): identifier

PREM-ID

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Warehouse/
ID (xs:string)

Don't believe current CHIEF allows this at an Item level?

IBM DMS Codelist CustomsWareHouseType (id:36).

These are new codes, so mappings will need to change.
The approved premise identifier.

AN..35

M

M

Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
Has the following structure (AN..17):
<warehouse type> (a1) – warehouse type with new codes
added for free zones and non customs warehouses;
<warehouse reference> (t..14) allocated to the warehouse
on approval – if <country code> is “GB” the warehouse
reference must be on CHIEF;
<country code> (a2) of the authorising MS – must be the
country code for an EU Member State.
All approved warehouse data is stored in current CHIEF.

Box 2: Consignor details - this information is needed by Trade Stats and will need to be passed on to them.
3
2
Consignor EORI
Exporter identification No. (3/2)

CNSGR-TID

Declaration/
Exporter/
ID (xs:string)

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) for the
Exporter. Enter the EORI number of the last seller of the goods prior to their
importation into the Union.

AN..17

O

O

If the Consignor EORI is stated at Header level then it cannot
also be input at item level and visa-versa.

Where facilitations are granted in the framework of a third country traders’
partnership programme which is recognised by the Union, this information may
take the form of a third country unique identification number which has been
made available to the Union by the third country concerned. That number may
be used whenever available to the declarant.
EORI structure:
Field Content
1
Country code
2
Unique id number in a third country (e.g. VAT No.)
3

2

Consignor EORI

Exporter identification No. (3/2)

I-CNSGR-TID

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Exporter/
ID (xs:string)

Format
A2
AN..15

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) for the
Exporter. Enter the EORI number of the last seller of the goods prior to their
importation into the Union.

AN..17

O

O

Can only occur once for each item if specified.

Where facilitations are granted in the framework of a third country traders’
partnership programme which is recognised by the Union, this information may
take the form of a third country unique identification number which has been
made available to the Union by the third country concerned. That number may
be used whenever available to the declarant.
EORI structure:
Field Content
1
Country code
2
Unique id number in a third country (e.g. VAT No.)
3

2

Consignor Name

Exporter (3/1): Name

CNSGR-NAME

Declaration/
Exporter/
Name (xs:string)

Exporter's name.

Format
A2
AN..15
AN..70

M

M

If the Consignor Name is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for name.
UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/1.
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL

IL

3

3

2

3

3

Header level (HL)
2

Item level (IL)
Consignor Name

Consignor Street

2

2

Exporter (3/1): Name

Exporter (3/1): Street and number

Consignor Street

Consignor Country

Exporter (3/1): Street and number

Exporter (3/1): Country

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Exporter/
Name (xs:string)

Exporter's name.at item level.

AN..70

Declaration/
Exporter/
Address/
Line (xs:string)

Exporter's address - street name.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Exporter/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
Declaration/Exporter/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)

Exporter's address - street name.at item level.

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

(and format)
I-CNSGR-NAME

CNSGR-STREET

I-CNSGR-STREET

CNSGR-CNTRY

AN..70

IL
M

M

IL
M

Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for name.
UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/1.
If the Consignor Street is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.

M

Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for the street.

Exporter's address - country.

AN..70

A2

M

M

M

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/1.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for the street.
UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/1.
If the Consignor Country is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.

M

ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.

3

3

2

2

3

3

Consignor Country

Consignor Postcode

2

2

3

Consignor Postcode

Consignor City

2

Consignor City

Exporter (3/1): Country

I-CNSGR-CNTRY

Exporter (3/1): Postcode

CNSGR-POSTCODE

Exporter (3/1): Postcode

I-CNSGR-POSTCODE

Exporter (3/1): City

CNSGR-CITY

Exporter (3/1): City

I-CNSGR-CITY

Box 8: Consignee details - this information is needed by Trade Stats and so will need to be passed on. CONSIGNEE THOUGH IN UCC IS NOT USED FOR IMPORT DECLARATION SEE DE 3/16
3
8
Consignee EORI
Consignee identification No. (3/10)
CNSGE-TID

3

3

8

8

Consignee EORI

Consignee Name

Consignee identification No. (3/10)

I-CNSGE-TID

Consignee (3/9): Name

CNSGE-NAME

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Exporter/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
Declaration/
Exporter/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Exporter/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/
Exporter/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Exporter/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)

Exporter's address - country at item level.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignee/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Consignee/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignee/
Name (xs:string)

A2

M

M

IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

Exporter's address - postcode.

t..9

Exporter's address - postcode at item level.

t..9

Exporter's address - city or town.

AN..35

Exporter's address - city or town at item level.

AN..35

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) for
whom goods are actually consigned (Importer).

AN..17

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) for
whom goods are actually consigned at item level for bulk declarations
(Importer).

AN..17

Consignee's name.

AN..70

M

M

M

M

If the Consignor Postcode is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.

M

M

M

M

If the Consignor City is stated at Header level then it cannot
also be input at item level and visa-versa.

M

M

M

C

From Stakeholder enagagement event 8/2:
"For these new mandatory fields we need to agree what
dummy / default values are to be entered if they dont have
the data. eg for historical stocks it will not have been
captured when the goods originally went into warehouse. "

If specified at header level it cannot be included at item
level as well.
M

C

If specified at item level due to bulk declarations it cannot
be included at header level as well.

If the Consignee Name is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for name.

3

3

8

8

Consignee Name

Consignee Street

Consignee (3/9): Name

Consignee (3/9): Street and number

I-CNSGR-NAME

CNSGE-STREET

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Consignee/
Name (xs:string)

Consignee's name.at item level.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignee/
Address/
Line (xs:string)

Consignee's address - street name.

AN..70

C

C

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/9
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for name.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

AN..70

C

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/9
If the Consignee Street is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.

C

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for the street.

3

8

Consignee Street

Consignee (3/9): Street and number

I-CNSGE-STREET

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Consignee/
Address/
Line (xs:string)

Consignee's address - street name.at item level.

AN..70

C

C

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/9
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for the street.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/9
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Example(s)
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
3

IL

Header level (HL)
Consignee Country

8

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Consignee's address - country.

A2

HL
C

HL
C

(and format)

Item level (IL)
Consignee (3/9): Country

CNSGE-CNTRY

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignee/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)

IL

IL
If the Consignee Country is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.

3

3

8

8

3

3

Consignee Postcode

8

8

3

3

Consignee Country

8

Consignee (3/9): Postcode

Consignee Postcode

Consignee City

8

Consignee City

Importer EORI

Consignee (3/9): Country

I-CNSGE-CNTRY

CNSGE-POSTCODE

Consignee (3/9): Postcode

I-CNSGE-POSTCODE

Consignee (3/9): City

CNSGE-CITY

Consignee (3/9): City

I-CNSGE-CITY

Importer Identification No. (3/16)

A2

C

C

Consignee's address - country at item level.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignee/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)

Consignee's address - postcode.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Consignee/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignee/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)

Consignee's address - postcode at item level.

t..9

Consignee's address - city or town.

AN..35

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Consignee/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)

Consignee's address - city or town.at item level.

AN..35

Declaration/
Importer/

Identification number of the party who makes, or on whose behalf an import
declaration is made.

AN..17

M

M

Importer's name.

AN..70

C

C

Importer's address - street name.

AN..70

C

C

This information is mandatory only in the cases where the
EORI number or a third country unique identification
number recognised by the Union of the person concerned is
not provided. Where the EORI number or a third country
unique identification number recognised by the Union is
provided, the name and address shall not be provided.

Importer's address - country.

A2

C

C

This information is mandatory only in the cases where the
EORI number or a third country unique identification
number recognised by the Union of the person concerned is
not provided. Where the EORI number or a third country
unique identification number recognised by the Union is
provided, the name and address shall not be provided.

Importer's address - postcode.

AN..9

C

C

This information is mandatory only in the cases where the
EORI number or a third country unique identification
number recognised by the Union of the person concerned is
not provided. Where the EORI number or a third country
unique identification number recognised by the Union is
provided, the name and address shall not be provided.

Importer's address - city or town.

AN..35

C

C

This information is mandatory only in the cases where the
EORI number or a third country unique identification
number recognised by the Union of the person concerned is
not provided. Where the EORI number or a third country
unique identification number recognised by the Union is
provided, the name and address shall not be provided.

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) of the
Declarant.
Identification of a party who makes a declaration to an official body or - where
legally permitted - in whose name, or on whose behalf, a declaration to an
official body is made.
Declarant's name.

AN..17

M

M

AN..70

C

C

ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.

t..9

C

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
C

C

C

C

C

Importer Name

Declaration/
Importer/

Importer (3/15): Name

Name (xs:string)

3

8

Importer Street

Declaration/
Importer/
Address/

Importer (3/15): Street and number

Line (xs:string)

3

8

Importer Country

Declaration/
Importer/
Address/

Importer (3/15): Country

CountryCode (xs:token)

3

8

Importer Postcode

Declaration/
Importer/
Address/

Importer (3/15): Postcode

PostcodeID (xs:string)

3

8

Importer City

Declaration/
Importer/
Address/

Importer (3/15): City

CityName (xs:string)

3

14

Declarant EORI

Declarant identification No.. (3/18)

DECLT-TID

Declaration/
Declarant/
ID (xs:string)

3

14

Declarant Name

Declarant (3/17): Name

DECLT-NAME

Declaration/
Declarant/
Name (xs:string)

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

If the Consignee City is stated at Header level then it cannot
also be input at item level and visa-versa.

C

The EORI number referred to in Article 1(18) of the person concerned. Where
the importer does not have an EORI number, the customs administration may
assign him an ad hoc number for the declaration concerned.
8

IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
If the Consignor Postcode is stated at Header level then it
cannot also be input at item level and visa-versa.

C

ID (xs:string)

3

IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Consignee/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

Where the importer is not registered in EORI, since he is not
an economic operator or he is not established in the Union,
enter the number required by the legislation of the Member
State concerned.
CHIEF has no storage of Importer details (it uses Consignee)
whereas the UCC is the opposite.
This information is mandatory only in the cases where the
EORI number or a third country unique identification
number recognised by the Union of the person concerned is
not provided. Where the EORI number or a third country
unique identification number recognised by the Union is
provided, the name and address shall not be provided.

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for name.
UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/17.
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Example(s)

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
3

3

IL
14

14

Header level (HL)
Declarant Street

Declarant Country

Declarant (3/17): Street and number

Declarant (3/17): Country

DECLT-STREET

DECLT-CNTRY

Declarant Postcode

Declarant (3/17): Postcode

DECLT-POSTCODE

3

14

Declarant City

Declarant (3/17): City

DECLT-CITY

Declarant Contact

Declarant Communication

Declarant Communication

Declarant representation

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Declaration/
Declarant/
Address/
Line (xs:string)

Declarant's address - street name.

AN..70

HL
C

HL
C

Declaration/
Declarant/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)

Declarant's address - country.

Declaration/
Declarant/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/
Declarant/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/
Declarant/
Contact/
Name (xs:string)
Declaration/
Declarant/
Communication/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/
Declarant/
Communication/
TypeCode (xs:token)

Declarant's address - postcode.

t..9

C

C

Declarant's address - city or town.

AN..35

C

C

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

Name of a department or employee.

AN..70

?

?

Not in current CHIEF or UCC but in WCO schema and
allowed by DMS. Schema allows for multiple instances of
Name if necessary.

To identify a form of communication address. Examples might be:
the actual landline telephone number,
the actual email address etc.

AN..50

?

?

Not in current CHIEF or UCC but in WCO schema and
allowed by DMS. Schema allows for multiple instances of
declarant communication if necessary.

A code that idenifies the type of communication address e.g. email, mobile
phone number, letter?

AN..3

?

?

Not in current CHIEF or UCC but in WCO schema and
allowed by DMS. Schema allows for multiple instances of
declarant communication if necessary.

Item level (IL)

14

14

Description

Representative status code (3/21)

DECLT-REP

Declaration/
Agent/
FunctionCode (xs:token)

IL

IL
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for the street.

A2

C

C

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/17.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.

Declares the way in which the declarant is representing the Importer.

N1 (UCC)
(AN..3 for WCO)

M

M

IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

Cannot find any matching IBM DMS Codelist. Data should
match EDIFACT codes 3155.
“1” – Declarant;
“2” – Direct representative;
“3” – Indirect representative.
If there is only one consignee/consignor and the
consignee/consignor is the declarant the value is “1”.
Otherwise a declarant is declared with a value dependent on
the type of representation authority given by the
consignee/consignor or all the consignees/consignors for
bulk.
Note, the underlying data item on CHIEF is AN1 since it
continues to be used for current SADs (values “D” and “I”).
The UCC Representative Status Code appears to be the same
data but just missing the first item:
"2" - Representative (direct representation within the
meaning of Article 18(1) of the Code)
"3" - Representative (indirect representation within the
meaning of Article 18(1) of the Code).
In IBM codelist (id: 71) as a PartySubRoleType of PartyRole
'Agent' (doesn't hold 1 - declarant).

3

14

Representative EORI

Representative identification No. (3/20)

REPR-TID

Declaration/
Agent/
ID (xs:string)

The unique identifier (Economic Operator Registration & Identification) of the
Representative.

AN..17

M?

M?

3

14

Representative Name

Declarant (3/19): Name

REPR-NAME

Declaration/
Agent/
Name (xs:string)

Representative's name.

AN..70

C?

C?

Seen as Mandatory by UCC for Imports.
The Representative 'party' doesn't appear in the current
DES205 Technical Interface Specification of EDI for Imports
so uncertain as to whether it is needed.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for name.

3

3

14

14

Representative Street

Representative Country

Representative (3/19): Street and number

Representative (3/19): Country

Example(s)

(and format)

3

3

WCO (3.6) XML Path

REPR-STREET

REPR-CNTRY

3

14

Representative Postcode

Representative (3/19): Postcode

REPR-POSTCODE

3

14

Representative City

Representative (3/19): City

REPR-CITY

Declaration/
Agent/
Address/
Line (xs:string)

Representative's address - street.

AN..70

C?

C?

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/19.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
Current CHIEF allows 35 characters for the street.

Declaration/
Agent/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)

Representative's address - country.

A2

C?

C?

Declaration/
Agent/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/
Agent/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)

Representative's address - postcode.

AN..9

C?

C?

Representative's address - city or town.

AN..35

C?

C?

UCC format concatenates the name and address items
together as data element 3/19.
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.
ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.
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IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

This information becomes mandatory if a non standard
identifier is used i.e. not EORI or MRA recognised.

joe.bloggs@shippersrus.com, 079999
999999

2

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL
3

IL

Common name
Header level (HL)
Seller Identification Number

3

3

Development name

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller/
ID (xs:string)

The EORI number of the seller of the goods, where this number is available. In
case the customs value is calculated in accordance with Article 74 of the Code,
this information shall be provided, if available.

AN..17

HL
M

HL
M

Seller identification No. (3/25)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
ID (xs:string)

The EORI number of the seller of the goods, where this number is available. In
case the customs value is calculated in accordance with Article 74 of the Code,
this information shall be provided, if available at item level.

AN..17

M

M

Where facilitations are granted in the framework of a third
country traders’ partnership programme which is recognised
by the Union, this information may take the form of a third
country unique identification number which has been made
available to the Union by the third country concerned. That
number may be used whenever available to the declarant.

Seller (3/24): Name

Declaration/GoodsShipment/Seller/

AN..70

M

M

Where the seller is different to the person provided in D.E.
3/1. Exporter, enter the full name and address of the seller
of the goods, if his EORI number is not available to the
declarant. In case the customs value is calculated in
accordance with Article 74 of the Code, this information
shall be provided, if available.

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Seller identification No. (3/25)

Item level (IL)

Seller Identification Number

Seller Name

NameSeller's
(xs:string)
name.

IL

IL
Where facilitations are granted in the framework of a third
country traders’ partnership programme which is recognised
by the Union, this information may take the form of a third
country unique identification number which has been made
available to the Union by the third country concerned. That
number may be used whenever available to the declarant.

From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"HMRC needs to define when / in what circumstances must
the extra kinds of Party data be captured & supplied. ie
define the completion rule."
3
3

Seller Name
Seller Street

3

3

Seller Street

Seller Country

3

3

3

Seller Postcode

3

Seller City

3

Seller Phone Number

Seller (3/24): City

Seller (3/24): Phone Number

Seller Phone Number

Buyer Identification Number

Seller (3/24): Postcode

Seller (3/24): City

Seller City

3

Seller (3/24): Country

Seller (3/24): Postcode

Seller Postcode

3

Seller (3/24): Street and number

Seller (3/24): Country

Seller Country

3

Seller (3/24): Name
Seller (3/24): Street and number

Seller (3/24): Phone Number

Buyer identification No. (3/27)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller's name.at item
Seller/
level. Name (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - street name.
Seller/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - street name.at item level.
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - country.
Seller/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - country at item level.
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - postcode.
Seller/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - postcode at item level.
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - city or town.
Seller/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - city or town at item level.
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - Telephone number
Seller/
Contact/
Communication/
TypeCode (xs:token)
+
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller/
Contact/
Communication/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Seller's address - Telephone number at item level.
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
Contact/
Communication/
TypeCode (xs:token)
+
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Seller/
Contact/
Communicaton/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
The EORI number of the buyer of the goods (could be the Importer), where this
Buyer/
number is available. In case the customs value is calculated in accordance with
ID (xs:string)
Article 74 of the Code, this information shall be provided, if available.
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AN..70
AN..70

M
M

AN..70

A2

M
M

M

M

M

M

ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

A2

M

M

ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

t..9

M

t..9

AN..35

M

M

M

AN..35

M

M

M

M

AN..50

M

M

AN..50

M

M

AN..17

M

M

Example(s)

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL

IL

Common name
Header level (HL)

3

3

Buyer Street

Seller Country

3

3

Buyer Postcode

3

3

Buyer City

3

3

3

Buyer Phone Number

Buyer (3/25): Country

Buyer (3/25): Postcode

Buyer (3/25): City

Buyer (3/25): Phone Number

Buyer Phone Number

Additional Supply Chain actor Role
Code

Buyer (3/25): Street and number

Buyer (3/25): City

Buyer City

3

Buyer (3/25): Name

Buyer (3/25): Postcode

Buyer Postcode

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Name (xs:string)

The EORI number of the buyer of the goods (could be the Importer), where this
number is available. In case the customs value is calculated in accordance with
Article 74 of the Code, this information shall be provided, if available at item
level.
Buyer's name.

AN..17

HL
M

HL
M

AN..70

M

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Name (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Contact/
Communication/
TypeCode (xs:token)
+
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Buyer/
Contact/
Communication/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Contact/
Communication/
TypeCode (xs:token)
+
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Buyer/
Contact/
Communication/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
AEOMutualRecognitionParty/
RoleCode ( xs:token)

Buyer's name.at item level.

AN..70

Buyer's address - street name.

AN..70

Buyer's address - street name.at item level.

AN..70

Buyer's address - country.

A2

Buyer's address - country at item level.

A2

Seller identification No. (3/27)

Buyer (3/25): Country

Buyer Country

WCO (3.6) XML Path
(and format)

Buyer (3/25): Street and number

Buyer Street

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Buyer (3/25): Name

Buyer Name

3

3

Item level (IL)
Buyer Identification Number

Buyer Name

3

3

Development name

Buyer (3/25): Phone Number

Additional Supply Chain actor identification No.
(3/37): Role code

IL

IL

M

M

M

Where the buyer is different to the person provided in D.E.
3/15. Importer, enter the full name and address of the buyer
of the goods, if their EORI number is not available to the
declarant. In case the customs value is calculated in
accordance with Article 74 of the Code, this information
shall be provided, if available.
M

M

M

M

M

M

ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

M

M

ISO 3166 2 character Country Code.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

Buyer's address - postcode.

t..9

Buyer's address - postcode at item level.

t..9

Buyer's address - city or town.

AN..35

Buyer's address - city or town at item level.

AN..35

Buyer's address - Telephone number

AN..50

M

M

Buyer's address - Telephone number at item level.

AN..50

M

M

?

?

Specifies the third party's role in the supply chain. Only used in conjunction with A..3
the Additional Supply Chain actor identification No. id.

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Not currently applied to the Single Administrative Document
or EDIFACT.
Marked as Optional for Member State by UCC.
Must be paired with Additional Supply Chain actor
Identification No. id.

3

Additional Supply Chain actor
Identification No.

Additional Supply Chain actor identification No.
(3/37): Id

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
AEOMutualRecognitionParty/
ID (xs:string)

Unique identification number assigned to an economic operator of a third
country in the framework of a trade partnership programme developed in
accordance with the World Customs Organization Framework of Standards to
Secure and Facilitate Global Trade which is recognised by the European Union.

AN..17

?

?

Maybe IBM DMS Codelist PartyRoleType (Id: 70)?
Not currently applied to the Single Administrative Document
or EDIFACT.
Could be an EORI or similar.
Marked as Optional for Member State by UCC.
Must be paired with Additional Supply Chain actor
Identification No. Role Code.
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Example(s)

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL

IL

Common name
Header level (HL)

3

Development name
Item level (IL)
Additional Supply Chain actor Role
Code

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Additional Supply Chain actor identification No.
(3/37): Role code

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AEOMutualRecognitionParty/
RoleCode (xs:token)

Description

Format

Specifies the third party's role in the supply chain at item level. Only used in
conjunction with the Additional Supply Chain actor identification No. id.

A..3

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

IL
?(99)

IL
?(99)

Example(s)

Not currently applied to the Single Administrative Document
or EDIFACT.
Marked as Optional for Member State by UCC.
Must be paired with Additional Supply Chain actor
Identification No. id.
From the Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"the segment should repeat. Again, when is this needed
(completion rules?)"

3

Additional Supply Chain actor
Identification No.

Additional Supply Chain actor identification No.
(3/37): Id

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AEOMutualRecognitionParty/
ID (xs:string)

Unique identification number assigned to an economic operator of a third
AN..17
country in the framework of a trade partnership programme developed in
accordance with the World Customs Organization Framework of Standards to
Secure and Facilitate Global Trade which is recognised by the European Union at
item level.

?(99)

?(99)

Maybe IBM DMS Codelist PartyRoleType (Id: 70)?
Not currently applied to the Single Administrative Document
or EDIFACT.
Could be an EORI or similar.
Marked as Optional for Member State by UCC.

3 44?

Holder of the authorisation
identification No. Type Code

Holder of the authorisation identification No.
(3/39): Type Code

Declaration/
AuthorisationHolder/
CategoryCode (xs:token)

Using the relevant Union code, enter the type of the authorisation. The type of
person being the holder of the authorisation.

AN..4

M(99)

Must be paired with Additional Supply Chain actor
Identification No. Role Code.
Not found in either Single Administrative Document or
EDIFACT but UCC think this is contained in Box 44?

M(99)

Marked as Mandatory in the UCC.
Must be paired with Holder of the authorisation
identification no. Id

3 44?

Holder of the authorisation
identification No

Holder of the authorisation identification No.
(3/39): Id

Declaration/
AuthorisationHolder/
ID (xs:string)

Should contain the EORI number of the holder of the authorisation as provided
for in Article 1(18).

AN..17

M(99)

Couldn't ascertain an IBM DMS Codelist.
Not found in either Single Administrative Document or
EDIFACT but UCC think this is contained in Box 44?

M(99)

Marked as Mandatory in the UCC.

3 44?

Additional fiscal references
identification number

3 44?

Additional fiscal references
identification number

3 44?

Additional fiscal references
identification number

3 44?

4

Additional fiscal references identification No.
(3/40): Role Code

Additional fiscal references
identification number

20

Delivery Terms Coded 1

Additional fiscal references identification No.
(3/40): Role Code

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
DomesticDutyTaxParty/
RoleCode (xs:token)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
DomesticDutyTaxParty/
RoleCode (xs:token)

Additional fiscal references identification No.
(3/40): VAT Identification No

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
DomesticDutyTaxParty/
ID (xs:string)

Additional fiscal references identification No.
(3/40): VAT Identification No

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
DomesticDutyTaxParty/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
TradeTerms/
ConditionCode (xs:token)

Delivery terms (4/1): INCOTERM code

The role code is one of the following:
ROLE CODE PARTY
FR1 Importer
FR2 Customer
FR3 Tax Representative
FR4 Holder of the deferred payment authorisation
The role code at item level is one of the following:
ROLE CODE PARTY
FR1 Importer
FR2 Customer
FR3 Tax Representative
FR4 Holder of the deferred payment authorisation
Unique VAT identifier. This could be made up of:
2 character Country Code + member state VAT no. (AN..15)

AN3

Unique VAT identifier at item level. This could be made up of:
2 character Country Code + member state VAT no. (AN..15)

AN..17

International Commercial Terms for the Declaration.

A3

M(99)

Must be paired with Holder of the authorisation
identification no. Type Code.
This item and the Additional fiscal references identification
No.: VAT Identification No are seen as one data element in
the UCC and would therefore be concatenated.

M(99)

Couldn't ascertain an IBM DMS Codelist.
AN3

M(99)

M(99)

This item and the Additional fiscal references identification
No.: VAT Identification No are seen as one data element in
the UCC and would therefore be concatenated.
Couldn't ascertain an IBM DMS Codelist.

AN..17

M(99)

M(99)

M(99)

M

This item and the Additional fiscal references identification
No.: Role Code are seen as one data element in the UCC and
would therefore be concatenated.
M(99)

M

This item and the Additional fiscal references identification
No.: Role Code are seen as one data element in the UCC and
would therefore be concatenated.
Waived where the member state cannot determine the
customs value under UCC Art 70?

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incoterms for details.
The relevant Union codes and headings are used to give
particulars of the terms of the commercial contract.

Needs to be used in association with either Delivery Terms Coded 2 or Delivery
Terms Freetext 1 & 2.

From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"This is new data, but is already available in commercial
systems"
Would be IBM DMS Codelist IncoTermCode (id:53)
4

20

Delivery Terms Coded 2

Delivery terms (4/1): UN/LOCODE

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
TradeTerms/
LocationID (xs:string)

United Nations Code for Trade and Transport Locations.

AN..17

M

M

The relevant Union codes and headings are used to give
particulars of the terms of the commercial contract.

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UN/LOCODE for details.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"New data item. Assume intended usage is "INCOTERMS
from this port" "

Should be used with Delivery Terms Coded 1 in order to make a valid data
element according to UCC.

Would be IBM DMS Codelist UnLocode (id:97).
4

20

Delivery Terms Freetext 1

Delivery terms (4/1): Country Code

The Country Code (in standard ISO 3166 2 character format.

A2

C

C

Only mandatory if the UN/LOCODE (Delivery Terms Coded
2) is not supplied.
Should be used in conjunction with Delivery Terms Coded 1
& Delivery Terms Freetext 2 to make a valid data item.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Is this actually needed? What for? (eg valuation?)"
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
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FR1

FR1

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL
4

IL
20

Common name
Header level (HL)
Delivery Terms Freetext 2

Development name

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Delivery terms (4/1): Location name

Declaration/
GoodsShipment/
TradeTerms/
LocationName (xs:string)

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

A free text data item to state the name of the location.

AN..35

HL
C

HL
C

Item level (IL)

IL

Example(s)

IL
Only mandatory if the UN/LOCODE (Delivery Terms Coded
2) is not supplied.
Should be used in conjunction with Delivery Terms Coded 1
& Delivery Terms Freetext 1 to make a valid data item.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Is this actually needed? What for? (eg valuation?)"

4

47a

Tax Type

Calculation of taxes – Tax type (4/3)

TTY-CODE

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
TypeCode (xs:token)

Identifies the Tax Type code for each type of duty or tax applicable to the goods
concerned.

AN3

C(99)

C(99)

This information is not to be provided when customs administrations calculate
duties on behalf of economic operators on the basis of information elsewhere in
the declaration. It is otherwise optional for the Member States.

Possible UCC values:
A00 Customs duties
A30 Definitive antidumping duties
A35 Provisional antidumping duties
A40 Definitive countervailing duties
A45 Provisional countervailing duties
B00 VAT
C00 Export taxes
C10 Export taxes on agricultural products
E00 Duties collected on behalf of other countries

B00

These are the common EU tax type codes, but there are also
National tax types codes, eg for VAT and Excise
This is mandatory in current CHIEF.
IBM DMS Codelist DutyTaxFeeType (one of ids: 114, 200,
203, 204, 205, 233).
4

47b

Tax Base - Measurement Unit

Calculation of taxes – Tax base (4/4):
Measurement Unit & Qualifier

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
SpecificTaxBaseQuantity
@unitCode (xs;string)

The measurement units and qualifiers defined in TARIC should be used. In such AN..6
case, the format of the measurement units and qualifiers will be an..6, but will
never have n..6 formats, reserved for national measurement units and qualifiers.
If no such measurement units and qualifiers are available in TARIC, national
measurement units and qualifiers can be used. Their format will be n..6.

C(99)

C(99)

There appears to be no direct correlation to an item in the
current EDIFACT Import set. Measurement Units/Qualifier
use an ISO code (see link below).

KGMA, KGM, NPR

This item is one part of the Tax Base in UCC, it needs to be
concatenated with Tax Base - Quantity to be complete.
See:
https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/5c238ebf-4d11-4d6e-88d3b6b39e06265b/Codes%20to%20be%20used%20in%20Taric
%20EN.pdf
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Is this mechanism also used for Ad-valorem duty? ie do
you have to declare a quantity code for "value"?
And what about "rate + supplementary rate", eg rum?"

4

4

47b

47c

Tax Base - Quantity

Tax Rate - Identifier

Calculation of taxes – Tax base (4/4): Quantity

Calculation of taxes – Tax rate (4/5)

ITLN-BASE-QTY?

TAX-RATE-ID

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
SpecificTaxBaseQuantity (xs: decmial)

The composite quantity on which the tax or duty is based.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
TaxRateNumeric (xs:decimal)

What goes in this data item in current CHIEF is dependant on of these Tax
situations:

N..16,6

C(99)

C(99)

Current CHIEF has this set at 11,3 so less than the new
maximum quantity in UCC.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"The actual quantity to be used in the duty calculation (the
unit is in the previous data item). Now, the Tariff knows
what the unit should be and there is no need to explicitly
declare it. If DMS and the Tariff COTS are more "dumb" than
CHIEF this needs to be explained to trade. What if they
declare the wrong unit - will CDS challenge them? "

N..17,3

C(99)

C(99)

Customs Duty
Excise Duty
VAT

Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
This item is allowed to be waived by the Member State i.e.
us.
This information is not to be provided when customs
administrations calculate duties on behalf of economic
operators on the basis of information elsewhere in the
declaration. It is otherwise optional for the Member States.

Each of these taxes has different sub-codes.
See https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-trade-tariff-imports-andcommunity-transport-inwards/uk-trade-tariff-imports-and-community-transportinwards

CHIEF uses an A3 code and only allows 10 occurances.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"What is now to be declared is the actual rate to be used in
the calculation, eg 10% or £5/HL. Again, this is more dumb
than CHIEF, are we actually going to require this? And what
will DMS do if it doesnt agree with what has been enteredt?
"

4

47c

Tax Rate - Override Code

Calculation of taxes – Tax rate (4/5)

TTY-OVR-CODE

Identifies an exception to the normal calculation of the associated revenue.
Again CHIEF allows the following Tax situations:
Customs Duty
Anti-Dumping Duty
CAP
Excise
VAT
Each of these taxes has different sub-codes.
See https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-trade-tariff-imports-andcommunity-transport-inwards/uk-trade-tariff-imports-and-community-transportinwards
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A3

C(10)

C(10)

Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
While there isn't a direct correlation to the UCC as this data
is associated with the TAX-RATE-ID and Box 47 it would be
expected to have some consequences to the final UCC
value.

1200.5, 400, 10.305

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL

IL
47d

4

Header level (HL)

Item level (IL)
Tax Rate - Amount

Calculation of taxes – Payable tax amount (4/6)

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

(and format)
ITLN-DECL-TAX-DC

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
Payment/
PaymentAmount (xs:decimal)

The declared amount of revenue due for a Tax Line on an Entry in the declaration n..16,2
currency.

IL
C(10)

IL
C(10)

Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
UCC note 17 implies this is the tax amount declared by the
Trader (not provided when CHIEF automatically calculates
the amount). On CIE entries CHIEF currently allows this field
to be input but does not charge - the amount is used to
compare with calculated and report error if outside
tolerance.
CHIEF has this item formatted as N..10,2
This item is allowed to be waived by the Member State i.e.
us. UCC format means it can occur up to 99 times.
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Now, this is only needed if you are overriding the
automatic calculation, ie not in all cases. Assume it will stay
as-is (ie we will still have the override facility) and DMS will
be changed if need be"

4

47

Tax Rate - Total

Calculation of taxes – Total (4/7)

ITLN-BASE-AMT-DC?

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
Payment/
TaxAssessedAmount (xs:decmial)

Enter the total amount of duties and taxes for the goods concerned.

n..16,2

C(10)

C(10)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
Payment/
MethodCode (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
CustomsValuation/
ChargeDeduction/
ChargesType (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
CustomsValuation/
ChargeDeduction/
OtherChargeDeductionAmount
(xs:decimal)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
CustomsValuation/
ChargeDeduction/
ChargesType (xs:token)

The method by which the revenue is to be paid or secured.

For each type of addition or deduction relevant for a given goods item, enter the A2
relevant code.

M(99)

M(99)

C(99)

C(99)

Dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
This information is not to be provided when customs
administrations calculate duties on behalf of economic
operators on the basis of information elsewhere in the
declaration. It is otherwise optional for the Member States.
Current CHIEF is formatted to N..10,2

4

47e

Tax Rate - Method of Payment

Calculation of taxes – Method of payment (4/8)

4

45

Additions and deductions

Additions and deductions (4/9): Code

4

45

Additions and deductions

Additions and deductions (4/9): Amount

MOP-CODE

A1

For each type of addition or deduction relevant for a given goods item, a code is A2
used.

M(99)

M(99)

CHIEF doesn't allow this at Header level.

The corresponding amount in National currency that has not yet been included
in or deducted from the item price.

M(99)

M(99)

This code cannot be valid by itself - it needs to be used in
conjunction with the Amount (4/9).
CHIEF doesn't allow this at Header level.

N..16,2

This Amount cannot be valid by itself - it needs to be used in
conjunction with the Code (4/9).

Additions and deductions code

Additions and deductions (4/9): Code

VAL-ADJT-CODE,

4

45

Additions and deductions amount

Additions and deductions (4/9): Amount

ITEM-VAL-ADJT, ITEM-PRC-AC

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
CustomsValuation/
ChargeDeduction/
OtherChargeDeductionAmount
(xs:decimal)

The corresponding (with 4/9 Code above) amount in national currency that has
not yet been included in or deducted from the item price.

N..16,2

Invoice currency (4/10)

INV-CRRN

Declaration/
InvoiceAmount/
@currencyID (xs:string)

The relevant code for the currency in which the commercial invoice was drawn
up.

A3

Invoice Currency

While the code has the same format and meaning in both
CHIEF and UCC it appears that the values differ. This will be
an issue for migration of data.
IBM DMS Codelist PaymentMethodType (id: 72).

45

22

C(99)

This is a different code list to the one used by CHIEF.

4

4

C(99)

CHIEF's VAL-ADJT-CODE uses a different way to get at this
data. This is the code for invoice terms to indicate the terms
of the invoice price declared in Box 42. This is used in
conjunction with ITEM-VAL-ADJT and ITEM-PRC-AC (see
below).
The format in CHIEF is A1.
CHIEF uses a percentage adjustment, where necessary, to
be applied to the invoice price for the item. This will allow
(with ITEM-PRC-AC) to calculate the value for the purposes
of ad valorem Customs Duty and/or ad valorem CAP charge.
Format in CHIEF is N..3,3.

C

C

The ISO-alpha-3 currency codes (ISO 4217) are used.
Current CHIEF allows this to be up to the submitter to
include or not. UCC requires this data item to be
mandatory.

Therefore the code for the currency in which Total Amount invoiced is declared.

Box 22 is used by Trade Stats and so will need to be passed
on.
When included (its optional in the schema) WCO Schema
expects:
<xs:simpleType
name="ISO3AlphaCurrencyCodeContentType">
<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:maxLength value="3"/>
<xs:pattern value="[a-z]{3}"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

4

22

Total Amount Invoiced

Total amount invoiced (4/11)

INV-TOT-AC

Declaration/
InvoiceAmount (xs:decimal)

The invoiced price for all goods declared in the declaration expressed in the
currency unit declared in Invoice currency.
WCO: "Total of all invoice amounts declared in a single declaration."

N..16,3

C

C

IBM DMS Codelist CurrencyType (id: 31).
CHIEF allows a lower maximum figure than UCC (N..10,2).
Current CHIEF allows this to be up to the submitter to
include or not. UCC requires this data item to be
mandatory.
Box 22 is used by Trade Stats and so will need to be passed
on.
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
4

IL

Header level (HL)
Declaration Currency

44

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Item level (IL)
Internal currency unit (4/12)

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Example(s)

HL
M

HL
M

GBP

(and format)
DECLN-CRRN

Declaration/
CurrencyExchange/
CurrencyTypeCode (xs:token)

Part of Box 44 at the header level so it would identify the default currency for an A3
Items Statistical Value, Declared line item tax and line item base amount. UCC
states:
Declarations made in Member States which, during the transitional period for
the introduction of the euro, give the opportunity to economic operators to opt
for the use of the euro unit for the establishment of their customs declarations,
must include in this field an indicator of the currency unit, national unit or euro
unit, used.

IL

IL
For CHIEF currency at header level is mandatory when the
currency isn't specified at item level for the standard
monetary values in the declaration.
Expect this item is Internal currency unit (4/12) and
therefore will need to be mandatory in the future.
ISO-alpha-3 currency codes (ISO 4217) are used for the
currency.

Current HMRC guidance states: "If the goods have been invoiced in more than
one currency or a fixed rate of exchange as stipulated in the contract of sale, is
being used enter the code for sterling."
4

45

Valuation indicators

Valuation indicators (4/13)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
ValuationAdjustment/
AdditionCode (xs:token / enumeration)

IBM DMS Codelist CurrencyType (id: 31).

Allows by a combination of indicators to declare whether the value of the goods AN4
is determined by specific factors. These are:

C

C

1st character: Party relationship, whether there is price influence or not.
The format is a boolean binary code. For example if the
valuation was determined by Restrictions as to the disposal
or use of the goods by the buyer BUT not by any of the other
3 factors then the code would be "0100".

2nd character: Restrictions as to the disposal or use of the goods by the buyer in
accordance with Article 70(3)(a) of the Code.
3rd character: Sale or price is subject to some condition or consideration in
accordance with Article 70(3)(b) of the Code.

WCO enumeration appears not to match the values stated
above i.e. they are:
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

4th character: The sale is subject to an arrangement under which part of the
proceeds of any subsequent resale, disposal or use accrues directly or indirectly
to the seller.

4

4

42

23

Item price/amount

Exchange rate

Item price/amount (4/14)

ITEM-PRC-AC

Exchange rate (4/15)

DECLN-EXCH

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
InvoiceLine/
ItemChargeAmount (xs:demical)
Declaration/
CurrencyExchange/
RateNumeric (xs:decimal)

The UCC makes this information mandatory unless the
Member State has means to get equivalent data another
way.

The invoiced value of the item expressed in the currency unit declared in D.E.
4/10 Invoice currency.

N..16,2

The rate of exchange fixed in advance by a contract between the parties
concerned.

N..12,5

C

C

C

C

In CHIEF this item is dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g.
Customs Procedure, Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence).
And has a format of only N10,2.

Only mandatory when the parties involved have fixed the
exchange rate in advance. EDIFACT format is N..6,8
Appears to have the incorrect nomenclature 'raterate' in
IBM documentation.

4

43

Valuation Method

Valuation Method (4/16)

VAL-MTHD-CODE

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
CustomsValuation/
MethodCode (xs:token / enumeration)

A code identifying the valuation method used:

N1

M

M

Code Valuation Method (VM)
1 VM 1 - Transaction value
2 VM 2 - Transaction value of identical goods
3 VM 3 - Transaction value of similar goods
4 VM 4 - The Deductive Method
5 VM 5 - The Computed Value Method
6 VM 6 - The ‘Fall-back’ Method
7 Simplified Procedure Value (SPV).

There is parity between UCC and current CHIEF in this item
however UCC is only occurs once per item whereas CHIEF
allows up to 99 occurrences (as with the other item data
items). Also the UCC codes only go up to 6 (there appears to
be no Simplified Procedure value.
WCO enumeration values don't match expected UCC codes
i.e.:
138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144
IBM DMS CodelistValuationMethodType (id: 100).
From Stakeholder Engagement Event 8/2/17:
"Langdon already calculate £ CIF and declare it, they do all
the checks and logic themselves. So they dont use or need
the value build-up boxes. Before we build all this
complexity back into CDS, we should find out how many
companies actually do use it? From a compliance point of
view we can take it on trust, and audit it - they keep full
valuation breakdown reports, we could require this of
others. "

4

36

Preference

Preference (4/17)

PREFERENCE

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
DutyRegimeCode (xs:token)

This data element concerns information on the tariff treatment of the goods.
Where its use is provided as mandatory for in the data requirements table of
Title I, Chapter 3, Section 1 of this Annex, it must be used even when no tariff
preferential treatment is requested. Enter the relevant Union code.

N3

M

M

This data item is split into 2 parts. Therefore there are
certain combinations that are not valid.
See:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-tradetariff-imports-and-community-transport-inwards/uk-tradetariff-imports-and-community-transport-inwards
Search for Box 36.
UCC makes this mandatory but CHIEF allows for it to be
optional depending on the definition in the Tariff. Also UCC
has less values than the UK.

5 17a

Country of Destination Code

Country of destination code (5/8)

DEST-CNTRY

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Destination/
CountryCode (xs:token)

ISO Country code for the Member State where the goods are located at the time A2
of release into the customs procedure.

M

M

This would appear to be redundant to all extents as if it is an
import the destination country is self-evident. Therefore
neither EDIFACT item is used in current CHIEF.
The UCC has other ideas and has made it mandatory for
Imports.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).
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0100, 1000, 1100

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
5

IL
17a

Header level (HL)

Item level (IL)
Country of Destination Code

Country of destination code (5/8)

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

ISO Country code for the Member State where the goods at the item level are
located at the time of release into the customs procedure.

A2

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

Example(s)

(and format)
ITEM-DEST-CNTRY

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Destination/
CountryCode (xs:token)

IL
M

IL
M

This would appear to be redundant to all extents as if it is an
import the destination country is self-evident. Therefore
neither EDIFACT item is used in current CHIEF.
The UCC has other ideas and has made it mandatory for
Imports.
IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

5 17b

Region of destination code

Region of destination code (5/9)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Destination/
RegionID (xs:string)

UCC expect HMRC to define a code for our Countries 'Regions' for this data item AN..9
if we decide to use this entry.

O

O

As with The Country of Destination (5/9) CHIEF doesn't hold
this info for Imports.
UCC makes this optional for HMRC.

5

17b

5 15a

Region of destination code

Country of dispatch/export code

Region of destination code (5/9)

Country of dispatch/export code (5/14)

DISP-CNTRY

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Destination/
RegionID (xs:string)

UCC expect HMRC to define a code for our Countries 'Regions' for this data item AN..9
at the Item level if we decide to use this entry.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
ExportCountry/
ID (xs:token)

The ISO code for the country from which the goods were originally dispatched

O

O

IBM DMS Codelist is likely to be CountrySubDivisionType
(id: 25).
As with The Country of Destination (5/9) CHIEF doesn't hold
this info for Imports.
UCC makes this optional for HMRC.

A2

M

IBM DMS Codelist is likely to be CountrySubDivisionType
(id: 25).
From the UCC description:

M

If neither a commercial transaction (e.g. sale or processing),
nor a stoppage unrelated to the transport of goods has
taken place in an intermediate country, enter the relevant
ISO Country code to indicate the country from which goods
were initially dispatched to the UK in which the goods are
located at the time of their release into the customs
procedure. If such a stoppage or commercial transaction has
taken place, indicate the last intermediate country.
For the purpose of this data requirement, a stoppage to
enable consolidation of the goods en-route shall be
considered as being related to the transport of the goods.
This item is not mandatory in CHIEF if the declaration is a
Final Supplimentary Declaration.
DMS uses the codelist CountryType (id: 26) for this element.

5

15a

Country of dispatch/export code

Country of dispatch/export code (5/14)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
ExportCountry/
ID (xs:token)

The ISO code for the country from which the goods at item level that were
originally dispatched

A2

M

M

CHIEF/EDIFACT doesn't have this available at item level.
From the UCC description:
If neither a commercial transaction (e.g. sale or processing),
nor a stoppage unrelated to the transport of goods has
taken place in an intermediate country, enter the relevant
ISO Country code to indicate the country from which goods
were initially dispatched to the UK in which the goods are
located at the time of their release into the customs
procedure. If such a stoppage or commercial transaction has
taken place, indicate the last intermediate country.
For the purpose of this data requirement, a stoppage to
enable consolidation of the goods en-route shall be
considered as being related to the transport of the goods.
DMS uses the codelist CountryType (id: 26) for this element.

5

34a

Country of origin code

Country of origin code (5/15)

ITEM-ORIG-CNTRY

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Origin/
CountryCode (xs:token)

The ISO code for the country from which the goods originated.

A2

C

C

UCC expects for the country of non-preferential origin , as defined in Title II
Chapter 2 of the Code.

This information is required where
(a) no preferential treatment is applied or
(b) the country of non-preferential origin is different to the
country of preferential origin
This data element is mandatory for agricultural products
with export refunds. Otherwise this data cannot be
demanded by HMRC from the Economic Operators
(according to UCC).
CHIEF allows up to 99 occurrences of this information at
item level.

5

34b

Country of preferential origin code

Country of preferential origin code (5/16)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Origin/
CountryCode (xs:token)

If a preferential treatment based on the origin of the goods is requested in D.E.
4/17 Preference, enter the country of origin, as indicated in the proof of origin.
Where the proof of origin refers to a group of countries, enter the group of
countries by using the relevant Union codes.

AN..4?

C

C

DMS uses the codelist CountryType (id: 26) for this
element..
This information is required where a preferential treatment
is applied using the appropriate code in D.E. 4/17
Preference.
There isn't a CHIEF/EDIFACT equivalent data item.
Although the WCO schema x-path is the same for both
Country of Origin (5/15) and preferential Country of Origin
(5/16) they are indicated by the
Declaration/GoodsShipment/GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem
/Origin/TypeCode element.
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

5

30

30

Location of goods - Type

Location of goods - Qualifier of Id

Description

Format

ISO Country code of the Country where the goods may be examined.

A2

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

Location of goods (5/23): Type

Location of goods (5/23): Qualifier of Id

Declaration/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
CountryCode (xs:token)
Declaration/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
TypeCode (xs:token)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
TypeCode (xs:token)
As above?

M

IL

IL

M

When all parts of Location of goods are entered it should be
precise enough to allow customs to carry out the physical
control of the goods.

Categorisation of the type of location using one of the codes specified below:

A1

M

M

A Designated location
B Authorised place
C Approved place
D Other

DMS uses the codelist CountryType (id: 26) for this element.
Not currently captured in CHIEF/EDIFACT.
Carol Carlile: "= Port of arrival, which is used on a SDI but
not on a SDW (ie this data item is not used for
Supplementary Declarations)"

How the Identifier holds meaning - one of the qualifiers below should be used:Qualifier
A1 Identifier Description
M
T Postal code Use theMpostal code for the location
Not
concerned.
currently Ucaptured
UN/LOCODE
in CHIEF/EDIFACT.
Use the codes defined in the UN/LOCODE Code List by CountryV Customs office identifier U
In case code "X" (EORI number) or "Y" (authorisation
number) is used for the identification of the location, and
there are several locations associated with the EORI number
or the authorisation number concerned, an additional
identifier can be used to enable the unambiguous
identification of the location.

5

30

Location of goods - Id of location code

Location of goods (5/23): Id of location code

5

30

Location of goods - additional Id

Location of goods (5/23): Additional Id

GDS-LOCN-CODE

DMS uses the codelist IncoTermLocationQualifier (id:54) for
this item?
CHIEF holds a concatenated code for this id (it includes the
Country Code - again - but also the UNLOCODE) so this
should be a match.

The goods location code in UNLOCODE format with up to 12 character national
suffix (as defined for ECS). For “GB” freight locations the suffix is the optional
Shed Operator Identifier.
For Imports, this is the place where the goods are under Customs control.

AN..35

M

M

Declaration/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
ID (xs:string)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
ID (xs:string)

Used in the case where the Qualifier is either an EORI or an Authorisation
number in order to make a unique location identifier.

N..3

C

C

Declaration/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
Line (xs:string)
Declaration/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
PostcodeID (xs:string)
Declaration/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
GoodsLocation/
Address/
CityName (xs:string)

Street or road (including number) where the goods reside.

AN..70

M

M

Freetext version of the coded versions - only needed if the
coded data is unavailable.

Postal code of the goods location.

AN..9

M

M

Freetext version of the coded versions - only needed if the
coded data is unavailable.

Town or city where the goods are located.

AN..35

M

M

Freetext version of the coded versions - only needed if the
coded data is unavailable.

Not Mandatory if the declaration is a Final Supplimentary
Declaration in CHIEF.

Location of Goods can accept either the data above (highlighted yellow) or the data below (highlighted green) but not both.
5
30
Location of goods - freetext Street
Location of goods (5/23): Street

5

30

Location of goods - freetext Postcode

Location of goods (5/23): Postcode

5

30

Location of goods - freetext City

Location of goods (5/23): City

Example(s)

(and format)

Group
HL
IL
Header level (HL)
Item level (IL)
Location of goods UCC DE 5/23 is made up of several parts - Country has to be there as does either the yellow highlighted rows OR the green highlighted rows.
5
30
Location of goods - Country
Location of goods (5/23): Country

5

WCO (3.6) XML Path
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D.E
Group

SAD Box
HL
5 44?

IL

Common name
Header level (HL)
Customs office of presentation

Development name

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Customs office of presentation (5/26)

Declaration/
PresentationOffice/
ID (xs:string)

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

Example(s)

Using the relevant Union code, indicate the customs office where the goods are
presented for the purpose of placing them under a customs procedure.

AN8

HL
C

HL
C

GBWEY000

Item level (IL)

IL

IL
This information shall only be used in case of centralised
clearance.

The identifier of the customs office uses codes structured as follows:

No currently captured in CHIEF/EDIFACT.

# the first two characters (a2) serve to identify the country by means of the
country code as specified for Exporter identification No.,

Assume the IBM Codelist to be CustomsOfficeCode (id: 32)

# the next six characters (an6) stand for the office concerned in that country. It is
suggested that the following structure be adopted:
The first three characters (an3) would be taken up by the UN/LOCODE location
name and the last three by a national alphanumeric subdivision (an3). If this
subdivision is not used, the characters ‘000’ should be inserted.

5 44?

Supervising Customs Office

Supervising customs office (5/27)

Declaration/
SupervisingOffice/
ID (xs:string)

Using the relevant Union code, specify the customs office indicated in the
respective authorisation to supervise the procedure.

AN8

C

C

This information shall only be used in case the declaration
for temporary storage or the customs declaration to place
the goods under a special procedure other than transit is
lodged at a customs office different to the supervising
customs office as indicated in the respective authorisation.
Although not analogous to the EDIFACT SPOFF-CODE - this is
as near in meaning of the data that we currently have.
Assume the IBM Codelist to be CustomsOfficeCode (id: 32)

6

38

Net Mass (kg)

Net Mass (kg) (6/1)

ITEM-NET-MASS

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
GoodsMeasure/
NetNetWeightMeasure
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
GoodsMeasure/
NetNetWeightMeasure (xs:decimal)

The net mass, expressed in kilograms, of the goods concerned by the relevant
declaration goods item. The net mass is the mass of the goods without any
packaging.

N..16,6

M

M

The quantity can be expressed up to 6 decimal places. When supplied it must be
greater than zero.

Where a net mass greater than 1 kg includes a fraction of a
unit (kg), it may be rounded off in the following manner:
— from 0.001 to 0.499: rounding down to the nearest kg,
— from 0.5 to 0.999: rounding up to the nearest kg.
A net mass of less than 1 kg should be entered as '0.'
followed by a number of decimals up to 6, discarding all "0"
at the end of the quantity (e.g. 0.123 for a package of 123
grams, 0.00304 for a package of 3 grams and 40 milligrams
or 0.000654 for a package of 654 milligrams).
Current CHIEF allows only 3 decimal places and is
dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence). If appropriate
CHIEF allowed up to 99 occurrences of the item,

6

6

41

35

Supplementary units

Total Gross mass (kg)

Supplementary units (6/2)

Total Gross mass (kg) (6/5)

ITEM-SUPP-UNITS

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
GoodsMeasure/
TariffQuantity
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
GoodsMeasure/
TariffQuantity (xs:decmial) ?
Declaration/
TotalGrossMassMeasure (xs:decimal)

The quantity in terms of the second unit identified in the Tariff. The quantity can N..16,6
be expressed up to 6 decimal places. When supplied on an Import Entry it must
be greater than zero unless the CPC allows zero. Import CPCs that allow zero are
held as Table Entries in Table CPCZ.

The gross mass, expressed in kilograms, of the goods concerned by the relevant
item of goods.

N..16,6

M

M

M

M

Current CHIEF allows only 3 decimal places and is
dependent on definition in Tariff (e.g. Customs Procedure,
Commodity) or elsewhere (e.g. licence). If appropriate
CHIEF allowed up to 99 occurrences of the item,
The gross mass is the weight of goods including packaging,
but excluding the carrier's equipment for the declaration.
Where a gross mass greater than 1 kg includes a fraction of
a unit (kg), it may be rounded off in the following manner:
— from 0.001 to 0.499: rounding down to the nearest kg,
— from 0.5 to 0.999: rounding up to the nearest kg.
When the weight of the pallets is included in the transport
documents, the weight of the pallets shall also be included
in the calculation of the gross mass, except for the following
cases:
a) The pallet forms a separate item on the customs
declaration
b) The duty rate for the item in question is based on the
gross weight and/or the tariff quota for the item in question
is managed in measurement unit 'gross weight'.
Current CHIEF/EDIFACT doesn't allow this data at the
Header level.

6

35

Declaration/TotalGrossMassMeasure/
@unitCode (xs:string)

While this attribute is available in the WCO Schema the UCC EUCDM states that
the Gross Mass should be in Kilograms.
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
6

IL

Header level (HL)
35

Item level (IL)
Gross mass (kg)

Gross mass (kg) (6/5)

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

The gross mass, expressed in kilograms, of the goods concerned by the relevant
item of goods at the item level.

N..16,6

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

Example(s)

(and format)
ITEM-GROSS-MASS

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
GoodsMeasure/
GrossMassMeasure
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
GoodsMeasure/
GrossMassMeasure (xs;decimal)

IL
M

IL
M

The gross mass is the weight of goods including packaging,
but excluding the carrier's equipment for the declaration at
item level.
Where a gross mass greater than 1 kg includes a fraction of
a unit (kg), it may be rounded off in the following manner:
— from 0.001 to 0.499: rounding down to the nearest kg,
— from 0.5 to 0.999: rounding up to the nearest kg.
When the weight of the pallets is included in the transport
documents, the weight of the pallets shall also be included
in the calculation of the gross mass, except for the following
cases:
a) The pallet forms a separate item on the customs
declaration
b) The duty rate for the item in question is based on the
gross weight and/or the tariff quota for the item in question
is managed in measurement unit 'gross weight'.
EDIFACT uses only N11,3 as a format.. It also allows (when
specified in the Tariff) up to 99 occurrences of this data
item. And it is optional depending on Tariff.

6

6

31

31

Description of goods

Package Type

Description of goods (6/8)

Type of packages (6/9)

GDS-DESC

PKG-KIND

6

31

Package Count

Number of packages (6/10)

PKG-COUNT

6

31

Shipping marks

Shipping marks (6/11)

PKG-MARKS

CUS code

CUS code (6/13)

6

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
Description (xs:string)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Packaging/
TypeCode (xs:token)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Packaging/
QuantityQuantity (xs:decimal)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Packaging/
MarksNumbersID (xs:string)

The normal trade description. Except for non-Union goods placed under the
AN..512
customs warehousing procedure in a public customs warehouse type I, II or III or
a private customs warehouse, this description must be expressed in terms
sufficiently precise to enable immediate and unambiguous identification and
classification of the goods.
Where the declarant provides the CUS code for chemical substances and
preparations, HMRC may waive the requirement of providing a precise
description of the goods.
Code specifying the type of package.

AN2

M

M

This data element is an alternative to the Commodity code
when it is not provided.
The CHIEF/EDIFACT GDS-DESC only allows a string of
characters up to 270 long. It also allows up to 99
occurrences.

M(99)

M(99)

For UCC The following codes shall be used:
(UN/ECE Recommendation No 21/Rev. 9 of 2012.
CHIEF appears to use the same codes - yay!
DMS uses the codelist PackageType (id:67, 111, 169) for this
item.
This information shall not be provided where goods are in
bulk. CHIEF allowed up to N..5

Total number of packages based on the smallest external packing unit. This is the N..8
number of individual items packaged in such a way that they cannot be divided
without first undoing the packing, or the number of pieces, if unpackaged.

M(99)

M(99)

Free form description of the marks and numbers on transport units or packages. AN..512
Enables the packages of the given kind to be identified.

M(99)

M(99)

CHIEF has this as mandatory dependent on the Tariff. CHIEF
format only string of characters up to 42 long.

The Customs Union and Statistics (CUS) number is the identifier assigned within AN8
the European Customs Inventory of Chemical Substances (ECICS) to mainly
chemical substances and preparations.

C

C

Where the goods concerned are subject to a TARIC measure 00154767, 00101917
in relation with a CUS code, the code CUS shall be provided.
Not specified in the current CHIEF/EDIFACT data set.

The declarant may provide this code on a voluntary basis where no TARIC
measure exists for the goods concerned, i.e. where providing this code would
represent a lesser burden than a full textual description of the product.

6

6

6

33(1)

33(2)

33(3)

Comm code

TARIC Code

Commodity code – Combined Nomenclature code TARIC-CMDTY-CODE
(6/14)

Commodity code – TARIC code (6/15)

Commodity code – TARIC additional code(s)
(6/16)

TARIC-CMDTY-CODE

EC-SUPPLEMENT

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
Classification/
ID (xs:string)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
Classification/
IdentificationTypeCode (xs:token)
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
Classification/
ID (xs:string)

The Combined Nomenclature code number corresponding to the item in
question.

Database of codes available. See
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/calculatio
n-customs-duties/what-is-common-customs-tariff/eucustoms-inventory-chemical-substances_en
AN..8

M

M

TARIC-CMDTY-CODE can have the extra TARIC Code (DE
6/15) included i.e. AN8 + AN2.
For CHIEF this is mandatory dependent on the Tariff.

The TARIC code (two characters for the application of specific Union measures in AN2
respect of formalities to be completed at destination).

Completed in accordance with the TARIC codes (additional codes). [First
additional Taric Subdivision.]

AN4

M

M(99)

M

M(99)

Could be the last 2 characters of the TARIC-CMDTY-CODE
data item.
WCO schema uses this item to state what information is in
the ID i.e. 6/14 6/16 or 6/17.
EC-SUPPLEMENT and EC-SUPPLEMENT-2 are treated as one
data item that can have many occurrences by UCC as
opposed to CHIEF that has them split into specific data
items.
These are optional in CHIEF.

6

33(4)

Commodity code – TARIC additional code(s)
(6/16)

EC-SUPPLEMENT-2

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
Classification/
ID (xs:string)

Completed in accordance with the TARIC codes (additional codes). [Second
additional Taric Subdivision.]

AN4

M(99)

M(99)

There appears to be no obvious WCO data item.
EC-SUPPLEMENT and EC-SUPPLEMENT-2 are treated as one
data item that can have many occurrences by UCC as
opposed to CHIEF that has them split into specific data
items.
These are optional in CHIEF.
There appears to be no obvious WCO data item.

6

33(5)

Commodity code – National additional code(s)
(6/17)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
Classification/
ID (xs:string)

See Package Type Codes tab in this
document

Optional in UCC for HMRC to decide to use if necessary to code corresponding to AN4
the item in question.
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D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL
6

7

7

7

IL
6

19

25

26

7 18(1)

Header level (HL)
Total packages

Container

Transport Mode

Inland Transport Mode

Inland Transport Identity Type

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Item level (IL)
Total packages (6/18)

TOT-PKGS

Container (7/2)

Mode of transport at the border (7/4)

Inland mode of transport (7/5)

Identity of means of transport on arrival (7/9):
Type of Identification

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL
M

HL
M

(and format)

TRPT-MODE-CODE

Declaration/
TotalPackageQuantity
(xs:decimal)

Declaration/
Consignment/
ContainerCode (xs:token)
or
Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
ContainerCode (xs:token)
Declaration/
BorderTransportMeans/
ModeCode(xs:token)

The situation when crossing the external frontier of the Union using the relevant N1
Union code:.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
ArrivalTransportMeans/
IdentificationType (xs:token)

IL

M

M

The code is Boolean This is not held in CHIEF currently but
could possibly be derived from existing data?

The relevant Union code (below) for the mode of transport corresponding to the N1
active means of transport with which the goods entered the customs territory of
the Union.

M

M

This code list matches exactly with current CHIEF/EDIFACT
data. CHIEF only makes this mandatory if the Tariff specifics
warrant it.
CHIEF has this condition too: Element need only be declared
on a SDW when ATRPT-COST-AC is given.
UCC expects it to be there, whatever.
IBM Codelist (id: 96) TransportModeTypes

N1

1 Maritime transport
2 Rail transport
3 Road transport
4 Air transport
5 Mail (Active mode of transport unknown)
7 Fixed transport installations
8 Inland waterway transport
9 Mode unknown (i.e. own propulsion)
The identity of the means of transport on which the goods are directly loaded at N2
the time of presentation at the customs office where the destination formalities
are completed.

C

C

C

C

Identity of means of transport on arrival (7/9): Id
Number

Depending on the means of transport concerned, the
following details concerning identity may be entered:
Means of transport - Method of identification
Sea & inland waterway transport - Name of vessel
Air transport - Number and date of flight (where there is no
flight number, enter the aircraft's registration number)
Road transport - Vehicle registration number
Rail transport - Wagon number

EDIFACT allows a maximum of 27 characters for both parts of Identity of means
of transport on arrival This is currently not stored on CHIEF.
Textual identity of the means of transport on which the goods are directly loaded AN..35
at the time of presentation at the customs office where the destination
formalities are completed.

TRPT-ID-INLD

C

C

EDIFACT allows a maximum of 27 characters for both parts of Identity of means
of transport on arrival This is currently not stored on CHIEF.

31

Container identification number

Container identification number (7/10)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
TransportEquipment/
ID (xs:string)

Marks (letters and/or numbers) which identify the transport container.
For modes of transport other than air, a container is a special box to carry
freight, strengthened and stackable and allowing horizontal or vertical transfers.
In the air mode, containers are special boxes to carry freight, strengthened and
allowing horizontal or vertical transfers.
In the context of this data element, the swap bodies and semi-trailers used for
road and rail transport shall be considered as containers.
If applicable, for containers covered by the standard ISO 6346, the identifier
(prefix) allocated by the International Bureau of Containers and Intermodal
Transport (BIC) shall also be provided in addition to the container identification
number.
For swap bodies and semi-trailers the ILU (Intermodal Loading Units) code as
introduced by the European EN 13044 standard shall be used.
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Not for use in the case of postal consignments or carriage by
fixed transport installations.
If a tractor and trailer with different registration numbers
are used, the registration number of both the tractor and
the trailer should be stored.

For UCC this is added to the Type of Identification to make the whole Identity
of means of transport on arrival (7/9).

7

Not for use in the case of postal consignments or carriage by
fixed transport installations.
If a tractor and trailer with different registration numbers
are used, the registration number of both the tractor and
the trailer should be stored.

For UCC this is added to the Id Number of the method of transport to make the
whole Identity of means of transport on arrival (7/9).

Inland Transport Identity

UCC allows the Member State to decide whether to use this
item or not.
Has a unitCode attribute in the WCO schema but probably
unnecessary to use it.

The codes applicable are given below:
10 IMO ship identification number
11 Name of the sea-going vessel
20 Wagon number
30 Registration number of the road vehicle
40 IATA flight number
41 Registration number of the aircraft
80 European Vessel Identification Number (ENI code)
81 Name of the inland waterways vessel

7 18(1)

IL

0 Goods not transported in containers
1 Goods transported in containers

1 Maritime transport
2 Rail transport
3 Road transport
4 Air transport
5 Mail (Active mode of transport unknown)
7 Fixed transport installations
8 Inland waterway transport
9 Mode unknown (i.e. own propulsion)
The relevant Union code,of the mode of transport upon arrival.

TRPT-MODE-INLD

TRPT-ID-INLD

The total number of packages making up the consignment covered by the
N..8
declaration. For bulk goods TOT-PKGS should be set to 1. There is no check
between the number of packages declared for each item (see PKG-COUNT) and
the total. This allows for goods declared as several items being in the same
packages(s) and the level of packaging declared at the item level (e.g. boxes)
being different to that at the header level (e.g. pallets). For Inventory linked
Import declarations the total packages must match the consignment details held
by the Inventory system.

Depending on the means of transport concerned, the
following details concerning identity may be entered:

AN..17

M(9999)

M(9999)

Means of transport - Method of identification Sea & inland
waterway transport - Name of vessel Air transport - Number
and date of flight (where there is no flight number, enter the
aircraft's registration number) Road transport - Vehicle
registration number Rail transport - Wagon number
In CHIEF Container numbers are present on items only - not
sure how this would work at the Header level.,

Example(s)

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL

IL

7

Header level (HL)
31

Item level (IL)
Container identification number

Container identification number (7/10)

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Marks (letters and/or numbers) which identify the transport container at the
item level.

AN..17

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL

HL

Example(s)

(and format)
CNTR-NO

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
TransportEquipment/
ID (xs:string)

IL
M(9999)

IL
M(9999)

For modes of transport other than air, a container is a special box to carry
freight, strengthened and stackable and allowing horizontal or vertical transfers.
In the air mode, containers are special boxes to carry freight, strengthened and
allowing horizontal or vertical transfers.
In the context of this data element, the swap bodies and semi-trailers used for
road and rail transport shall be considered as containers.
If applicable, for containers covered by the standard ISO 6346, the identifier
(prefix) allocated by the International Bureau of Containers and Intermodal
Transport (BIC) shall also be provided in addition to the container identification
number.
For swap bodies and semi-trailers the ILU (Intermodal Loading Units) code as
introduced by the European EN 13044 standard shall be used.

7 21(2)

Nationality of active means of transport
crossing the border

Nationality of active means of transport crossing
the border (7/15)

TRPT-CNTRY

Border transport means

Declaration/
BorderTransportMeans/
Name (xs:sting)
Declaration/
BorderTransportMeans/
TypeCode (xs:token)

Border transport means

7

21(2)

8

8

Nationality of active means of transport Nationality of active means of transport crossing
crossing the border
the border (7/15)

39

52

Quota order number

Guarantee type

Declaration/
BorderTransportMeans/
RegistrationNationalityCode
(xs:token)

Quota order number (8/1)

Guarantee type (8/2)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
Consignment/
BorderTransportMeans/
RegistrationNationalityCode (xs:token)

QTA-NO

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
Commodity/
DutyTaxFee/
QuotaOrderID (xs:string)
Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
SecurityDetailsCode (xs: token /
enumeration)

Guarantee Reference (DE 8/3) can have either a Guarantee Reference Number (highlighted yellow row) or all of the highlighted green rows for DE 8/3 below it concatenated to make up the reference
8
52
Guarantee reference GRN
Guarantee reference (8/3): GRN
Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
ReferenceID (xs:string)

Using the ISO Country code, enter the nationality of the active means of
transport crossing the Union's external frontier.

A2

In the case of combined transport or where several means of transport are used,
the active means of transport is the one which propels the whole combination.
For example, in the case of a lorry on a sea-going vessel, the active means of
transport is the ship. In the case of a tractor and trailer, the active means of
transport is the tractor.
Name to identify the means of transport used in crossing the border.
AN..35

Means of transport used for crossing the border, coded.
11 - Ship
29 - Freezer truck and trailer
31 - Truck
Using the ISO Country code, enter the nationality of the active means of
transport crossing the Union's external frontier at the item level.

AN..4

M

IBM DMS Codelist CountryType (id: 26).

?

?

Not in UCC or current CHIEF but available in WCO schema
(T014) and DMS.

?

?

Not in UCC or current CHIEF but available in WCO schema
(T014) and DMS.

A2

AN1

M

M

M

M(9)

M

M(9)

CHIEF/EDIFACT uses N6 but otherwise it appears to be
compatible.

This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products.
CHIEF doesn't capture (or request) this data.

The reference number of the guarantee used for the operation and, if
appropriate, the access code and the office of guarantee.

AN..24

M(99)

M(99)

The reference number of the guarantee used for the operation and, if
appropriate, the access code and the office of guarantee.

AN..35

M(99)

M(99)

AN..4

M(99)

M(99)

A3

M(99)

M(99)

8

52

Guarantee reference Other GR

Guarantee reference (8/3): Other Guarantee
Reference

Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
ID (xs:string)

8

52

Guarantee reference Access Code

Guarantee reference (8/3): Access code

Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
AccessCode (xs:token)

8

52

Guarantee reference Currency Code

Guarantee reference (8/3): Currency code

Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
AmountAmount/
@currencyID

8

52

Guarantee reference Amount of import
duty and other charges

Guarantee reference (8/3): Amount of import
duty and other charges

Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
AmountAmount (xs:decimal)

N..16,2

M(99)

M(99)

8

52

Guarantee reference Customs office of
guarantee

Guarantee reference (8/3): Customs office of
guarantee

Declaration/
ObligationGuarantee/
GuaranteeOffice/
ID (xs:string)

AN8

M(99)

M(99)
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IBM DMS Codelist (Id: 95) TransportMeansTypes
Not for use in the case of postal consignments or carriage by
fixed transport installations or rail.
CHIEF doesn't capture this data at the Item level.

WCO enumeration contains:
M
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
W
Z

Should use the standard ISO 3 character Currency Code for the value of the
guarantee.

Not for use in the case of postal consignments or carriage by
fixed transport installations or rail.
For CHIEF it is conditional on the Tariff.

In the case of combined transport or where several means of transport are used,
the active means of transport is the one which propels the whole combination.
For example, in the case of a lorry on a sea-going vessel, the active means of
transport is the ship. In the case of a tractor and trailer, the active means of
transport is the tractor.
The Quota Order Number of the quota against which a claim for relief from
AN6
Customs Duty is to be applied.

The type of guarantee used for the operation using the relevant Union codes in
the tab 'Guarantee Codes'.

M

This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products. CHIEF doesn't capture (or request)
this data.
This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products. CHIEF doesn't capture (or request)
this data.
This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products. CHIEF doesn't capture (or request)
this data.
This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products. CHIEF doesn't capture (or request)
this data.
This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products. CHIEF doesn't capture (or request)
this data.
This information shall only be provided in case of placing the
goods under the end-use procedure, or in case of prior
importation of processed products or prior importation of
replacement products. CHIEF doesn't capture (or request)
this data.

11, 29, 31

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Group

HL
8

IL

Common name
Header level (HL)
Nature of transaction

24

Development name

EDIFACT name

WCO (3.6) XML Path

(based on UCC)

(and format)

Nature of transaction (8/5)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
TransactionNatureCode (xs:token /
enumeration)

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

The relevant Union codes and headings for the type of transaction concerned.

N..2

HL
M

HL
M

Item level (IL)

IL

IL
CHIEF doesn't capture this data.

The single digit codes listed in column A of the table provided for under Article
10(2) of Commission Regulation (EC) No 113/2010 shall be used.

WCO schema enumeration values:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

Member States may also provide for a second digit from the list in column B of
that table to be collected.

Not sure how you would get the column A + B codes with
only having one valid digit available in the enumeration.

See tab 'Nature of transaction' on this sheet for the codes.
8

24

Nature of transaction

Nature of transaction (8/5)

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
TransactionNatureCode (xs:token /
enumeration)

The relevant Union codes and headings for the type of transaction concerned at N..2
Item level

M

M

WCO schema enumeration values:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

The single digit codes listed in column A of the table provided for under Article
10(2) of Commission Regulation (EC) No 113/2010 shall be used.
Member States may also provide for a second digit from the list in column B of
that table to be collected.

8

46

Statistical value

Statistical value (8/6)

ITEM-STAT-VAL-DC

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
StatisticalValueAmount (xs:decimal)

Not sure how you would get the column A + B codes with
only having one valid digit available in the enumeration.

See tab 'Nature of transaction' on this sheet for the codes.
The statistical value expressed in the currency unit the code for which may
N..16,2
appear in D.E. 4/12 Internal currency unit, or, in the absence of such a code, in
Pounds Sterling where the import formalities are completed, in accordance with
the Union provisions in force.

C

C

The Statistical Value of an item in the declaration currency; a value may only be
supplied when required by the CPC. CHIEF calculates the value for most CPCs.
8

Writing-off

8

Writing-off

8

Writing-off

8

Writing-off

8

Writing-off

8

Writing-off

8

Writing-off

Writing-off (8/7): Document Type UCC

Writing-off (8/7): Document Type National

Writing-off (8/7): Document identifier

Writing-off (8/7): Issuing authority name

Writing-off (8/7): Date of validity

Writing-off (8/7): Measurement unit and qualifier

Writing-off (8/7): Quantity

VALUE BUILD-UP
61

Airport of loading

FARP-CODE

62

Air transport costs

ATRPT-COST-AC

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
CategoryCode (xs:token)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
CategoryCode (xs:token)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
ID (xs:string)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
Submitter/
Name (xs:string)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
EffectiveDateTime/
DateTimeString (xs:string)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
WriteOff/
QuantityQuantity/
@unitCode (xs:string)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

Declaration/GoodsShipment/
GovernmentAgencyGoodsItem/
AdditionalDocument/
WriteOff/
QuantityQuantity (xs:decimal)

The details related to the writing-off of the goods declared in the declaration
concerned, in relation with the import/export licences and certificates.

CHIEF doesn't capture this data.

HMRC may waive the obligation to provide this information
where it is in the position to assess it correctly and has
implemented calculation routines to provide a result
compatible with statistical requirements.
CHIEF holds N10,2 for this item but allows up to 99
occurances.

AN1+AN3

M(99)

M(99)

N1+AN3

M(99)

M(99)

AN..35

M(99)

M(99)

AN..70

M(99)

M(99)

AN8

M(99)

M(99)

yyyymmdd

AN8

C(99)

C(99)

If applicable

N..16,6

M(99)

M(99)

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Such details shall include the reference to the authority issuing the licence or
certificate concerned, the period of validity of the licence or certificate
concerned, the writing-off quantity and the respective measurement unit.

Identifies the foreign airport as required for CHIEF to calculate the air transport
cost that can be included in the value for Customs duty.
Air transport cost as declared in the currency specified in FRGT-CHGE-CRRN.
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AN3

O

O

N..10,2

O

O

Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being submitted.
Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are specified and
pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF, the data
element is optional.

Example(s)

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL

IL

WCO (3.6) XML Path

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

The total freight cost (i.e. it includes ATRPT-COST-AC when specified) in the
currency specified in FRGT-CHGE-CRRN.
The ISO code for the currency in which ATRPT-COST-AC and FRGT-CHGE-AC are
declared.
The element defines whether apportionment is to be by gross mass or value.
1 – by gross mass
If this element is not supplied apportionment is by value.

N..10,2

HL
O

HL
O

A3

O

O

N1

O

O

Invoice discount amount in the currency specified in INV-DAMT-CRRN.
The ISO code for the currency in which INV-DAMT-AC is declared.
The allowable discount percentage to 2 decimal places on the INV-TOT. The
maximum percentage that can be specified is defined in the Tariff.
The amount of insurance paid to cover the transport of the goods in the currency
specified in INS-AMT-CRRN.
The code for the currency in which INS-AMT is declared.
The amount of other charges or deductions (see box 45 CIF codes) to be taken
into account in calculating the Customs value in the currency specified in OCDCRRN.
The code for the currency in which OCD-AC is declared.
VAT value adjustment in the currency specified in VAT-ADJT-CRRN.
The code for the currency in which VAT-ADJT-AC is declared.
Name of carrier at the border.

N..6,8
A3
N..3,2

O
C
O

O
C
O

N..10,2

O

O

A3
N..10,2

C
O

C
O

A3
N..10,2
A3
t..35

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

63

Header level (HL)
AWB/freight charges

63

AWB/freight charges

FRGT-CHGE-CRRN

64

Freight apport ind

FRGT-APRT-CODE

Invoice Discount Amount
Invoice Discount Currency
Discount percent

INV-DAMT-AC
INV-DAMT-CRRN
INV-DPCT

66

Insurance Amount

INS-AMT-AC

66
67

Insurance Amount Currency
Other chrgs/dedctns

INS-AMT-CRRN
OCD-AC

67
68
68

Other chrgs/dedctns
Adjustment for VAT value
Adjustment for VAT value
Carrier

OCD-CRRN
VAT-ADJT-AC
VAT-ADJT-CRRN
CARRIER-NAME

Date of Entry

DT-OF-ENT

This element is used when the entry date is used as part of the Entry Reference
generated by CHIEF. Otherwise ENT-DTM is used for the date-time of the entry.

N8

C

Entry Number

ENT-NO

AN7

C

EU Arrival Location Code

EU-ARR-LOCN-CODE

The Entry number is a reference that is unique within an EPU and the date of
Entry. It is allocated by CHIEF for DTI entries.
The format is:
For Imports: NNNNNNC
For Exports: ANNNNNC
where:
C = check letter.
First airport/port/border post of arrival in EU.

48

First Deferment Account No. Prefix

FIR-DAN-PFX

48

Second Deferment Account No Prefix

65a
65a
65b

Example(s)

(and format)

Item level (IL)
FRGT-CHGE-AC

IL

C

C

Identifies whether FIR-DAN identifies an account owned by the Declarant or the A1
Consignee/Consignor and if a specific authority or the standing authority is to be
used.
A – Declarant’s account;
B – Consignee’s/Consignor’s account, specific authority;
C – Consignee’s/Consignor’s account, standing authority;
D – Consignee’s/Consignor’s account when the trader is not using a Declarant.
Code D is not permitted if a SCND-DAN is specified.

O

O

SCND-DAN-PFX

Identifies whether SCND-DAN identifies an account owned by the Declarant or
the Importer and if a specific authority or the standing authority is to be used.
A – Declarant’s account;
B – Consignee’s account, specific authority;
C – Consignee’s account, standing authority.
See above.

A1

O

O

Intended Arrival date

INTD-ARR-DTM

Intended arrival date-time at EU-ARR-LOCN-CODE on a pre-arrival notification.

N12

C

C

Place of Loading Code

PLA-LDG-CODE

C

C

Place of Unloading Code

PLA-ULDG-CODE

This is the place of loading for the export consignment. For Exports from UK, the AN..17
place of loading is the goods location (GDS-LOCN) given by an Inventory system
when notifying CHIEF of departure from the UK.
Not allowed for harmonised SAD but required for Imports and Exports
Security/Initial declaration.
Identifies the (air)port at which the vessel (ship or aeroplane) is (to be)
AN..17
unloaded.
Not allowed for new SAD but required by PLA-ULDG-CODE for Imports
Security/Initial declaration.

C

C
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IL

2.5

Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being submitted.
Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are specified and
pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF, the data
element is optional.
The entry must be identified either by consignment
reference (DECLN-UCR with optional DECLN-PART-NO)
or entry reference (ENT-NO/DT-OF-ENT). Initial and
supplementary declarations with the same Declaration
UCR/part are distinguished by DECLN-TYPE. If both
references are supplied then they must identify the same
entry.
The entry must be identified either by consignment
reference (DECLN-UCR with optional DECLN-PART-NO)
or entry reference (ENT-NO/DT-OF-ENT). Initial and
supplementary declarations with the same Declaration
UCR/part are distinguished by DECLN-TYPE. If both
references are supplied then they must identify the same
entry.
Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being submitted.
Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are specified and
pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF, the data
element is optional.

Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being
submitted. Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are
specified and pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF,
the data element is optional.
Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being submitted.
Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are specified and
pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF, the data
element is optional.

Import Ex-Warehouse Supplementary Declaration mapping (draft)

D.E

SAD Box

Common name

Development name

EDIFACT name

(based on UCC)

Group

HL

IL

Header level (HL)
Processing Instructions

21

Description

Format

Initial entry

Replacement entry Notes

HL
O

HL
O

(and format)

Item level (IL)

Processing Instructions

7

WCO (3.6) XML Path

PROC-INST

The following processing instruction codes are used to confirm that the data
AN..3
elements identified are correct as input overriding the corresponding CHIEF FEC
challenge:
“DSP” for DISP-CNTRY (Imports only;
“DST” for DEST-CNTRY (Exports only);
“FLG” for TRPT-CNTRY.
Note: It will be considered an error if a confirm instruction is supplied in cases
where either no FEC check is applied or the data passes the FEC check, except in
the following cases:
- when a previously issued challenge, for an Entry committed to route F, no
longer applies;
- data previously Confirmed as correct remains unaltered.
Other processing instructions are:
“ACC” for an acceptance report as well as the CUSRES response to the CUSDEC
(see also REPORTS-CTRL);
“PRG” for progress reports (Exports only);
“RTF” for Route F required (must not be supplied for CCR/C21 or Supplementary
Declarations). When supplied, the Entry will be committed to route F when the
declaration is valid and there are FEC challenges outstanding. Otherwise the
initial Entry (or an update to an existing Entry) will not be committed while there
are FEC challenges. FEC challenges are reported along with errors while the
declaration remains invalid.
“ACC” and “PRG” are ignored on amendment. They must be specified on insert
to have any effect.
Note, for declarations at the HCI the reports required can be defined for the
trader’s role as a session variable.

ITEM-PROC-INST

Declarants Own Reference No.

TDR-OWN-REF-ENT

Transport Charges Method of Payment

TRPT-CHGE-MOP

The following processing instruction codes are used to confirm that the data
AN..3
elements identified are correct as input overriding the corresponding CHIEF FEC
challenge:
“DST” for (ITEM-)DEST-CNTRY for CMDTY-CODE (Exports only);
“ORG” for ITEM-ORIG-CNTRY for IE-CMDTY-CODE (Imports only);
“QV1” for ITEM-NET-MASS and ITEM-STAT-VAL;
“QV2” for ITEM-SUPP-UNITS and ITEM-STAT-VAL.
Note: It will be considered an error if a confirm instruction is supplied in cases
where either no FEC check is applied or the data passes the FEC check, except in
the following cases:
- when a previously issued challenge, for an Entry committed to route F, no
longer applies;
- data previously Confirmed as correct remains unaltered.
This is a commercial reference supplied by the declarant. The Declaration
t..21
UCR/part (DECLN-UCR/ DECLN-PART-NO) should be used as the main trader’s
reference to the declaration.
TDR-OWN-REF-ENT is output on various reports produced by CHIEF and other
government systems (e.g. deferment account statement).
The Method of Payment for the transport charges.
A1

Transport Identifier

TRPT-ID

Identifier for the vessel/flight in which the goods cross the border.

Notify Party City

NOTIFY-CITY

Notify Party Country
Notify Party Name
Notify Party Postcode
Notify Party Street
Notify Party Identifier
Route Country

NOTIFY-CNTRY
NOTIFY-NAME
NOTIFY-POSTCODE
NOTIFY-STREET
NOTIFY-TID
ROUTE-CNTRY

IL

O

IL
Values that shouldn't be entered for Supplimentary Dec's
are:
"ACC" & "RTF".

O

O

O

C

C

t..27

C

C

Address of party to be notified – city.

t..35

C

C

Address of party to be notified – country.
Name of the party to be notified.
Address of party to be notified – postcode.
Address of party to be notified – street.
Trader identifier for party to be notified.
A country through which the goods have moved or are intended to move
between the country of dispatch and the country of destination.
A country through which the goods have moved or are intended to move
between the country of dispatch and the country of destination.
On input this element is used for the reason for amendment or cancellation, and
the query response. In these cases there can be up to 5 occurrences of this data
element.
The REASON should be supplied as “arrival only” if the purpose of the
amendment is solely to notify goods arrival.
The response to a display entry request returns the reasons:
– for amendment (mandatory unless the purpose of the amendment is solely to
notify goods arrival);
– for requesting cancellation;
– for cancellation being refused by Customs;
– in a query response when the Customs query does not require an amendment.
Many reasons can be returned for a display entry request. For each reason the
first block identifies the date-time and type of action for which the reason was
given.

A2
t..35
t..9
t..35
AN..17
A2

C
C
C
C
M
M(9)

C
C
C
C
M
M(9)

UN Dangerous Goods code.

N4

Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being submitted.
Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are specified and
pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF, the data
element is optional.
Details should only be declared if a combined pre-arrival
notification and Customs declaration is being submitted.
Until the rules for pre-arrival notifications are specified and
pre-arrival notifications supported by CHIEF, the data
element is optional.

Notify Party

Route Country
Reason for Amendment

ITEM-ROUTE-CNTRY
REASON

UN Dangerous Goods code

UNDG-CODE

Declaration/Amendment/
ChangeReasonCode (xs:token)
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A2

M

t..512

These data elements are mandatory when the
corresponding TID element does not identify the trader with
a GB TURN.

M
M(5)

WCO holds an AN3 character code tag to specify the reason
for a change.
DMS holds this as a Codelist Amendment Reason Type (Id:
8). This is obviously not a 'pure' match as going from a freetext field to a set codelist but appears to have similar
meaning.
WCO has a 'Pointer' section for this as it is part of
amendment processing.

C

C

Example(s)

Nature of transaction

List of Nature of Transaction Codes from Annex II of Commission Regulation (EU) No 113/2010
A
Code
1

2

Return and replacement of goods free of charge after registration of the original transaction

3

Transactions involving transfer of ownership without financial or in kind compensation (e.g. aid
shipments)
Operations with a view to processing (2) under contract (no transfer of ownership to the
processor)
Operations following processing under contract (no transfer of ownership to the processor)

4
5
6
7
8

9

B

Description
Code
Transactions involving actual or intended transfer of ownership from residents to non1
residents against financial or other compensation (except the transactions listed under 2, 7, 8)
2

Particular transactions recorded for national purposes
Operations under joint defence projects or other joint intergovernmental production
programmes
Transactions involving the supply of building materials and technical equipment under a
general construction or civil engineering contract for which no separate invoicing of the goods
is required and an invoice for the total contract is issued
Other transactions which cannot be classified under other codes

3
4
9
1
2
3
9

Description
Outright purchase/sale
Supply for sale on approval or after trial, for consignment or with the intermediation of a
commission agent
Barter trade (compensation in kind)
Financial leasing (hire-purchase) (1)
Other
Return of goods
Replacement for returned goods
Replacement (e.g. under warranty) for goods not being returned
Other

1
2
1
2

Goods expected to return to the initial country of export
Goods not expected to return to the initial country of export
Goods returning to the initial country of export
Goods not returning to the initial country of export

1
9

Hire, loan, and operational leasing longer than 24 months
Other

1) Financial leasing covers operations where the lease instalments are calculated in such a way as to cover all or virtually all of the value of the goods. The risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the lessee.
2) Processing covers operations (transformation, construction, assembling, enhancement, renovation …) with the objective of producing a new or really improved item. This does not necessarily involve a change in

Package Type Codes

CODED REPRESENTATIONS OF PACKAGE TYPE NAMES USED IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE, Revision 9, Annex V and Annex VI
(UNECE/CEFACT Trade Facilitation Recommendation No.21)
Description
Status Code Name
1A
Drum, steel
1B
Drum, aluminium
1D
Drum, plywood
A packaging container of flexible construction.
1F
Container, flexible
1G
Drum, fibre
1W Drum, wooden
2C
Barrel, wooden
3A
Jerrican, steel
3H
Jerrican, plastic
A cloth plastic or paper based bag having the dimensions of the pallet on which it is constructed.
43
Bag, super bulk
A type of plastic bag, typically used to wrap promotional pieces, publications, product samples, and/or
44
Bag, polybag
catalogues.
4A
Box, steel
4B
Box, aluminium
4C
Box, natural wood
4D
Box, plywood
4F
Box, reconstituted wood
4G
Box, fibreboard
4H
Box, plastic
5H
Bag, woven plastic
5L
Bag, textile
5M
Bag, paper
6H
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle
6P
Composite packaging, glass receptacle
A type of portable container designed to store equipment for carriage in an automobile.
7A
Case, car
A case made of wood for retaining substances or articles.
7B
Case, wooden
A platform or open-ended box, made of wood, on which goods are retained for ease of mechanical
8A
Pallet, wooden
handling during transport and storage.
A receptacle, made of wood, on which goods are retained for ease of mechanical handling during
8B
Crate, wooden
transport and storage.
Loose or unpacked pieces of wood tied or wrapped together.
8C
Bundle, wooden
AA
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic
Containment vessel made of fibre used for retaining substances or articles.
AB
Receptacle, fibre
Containment vessel made of paper for retaining substances or articles.
AC
Receptacle, paper
Containment vessel made of wood for retaining substances or articles.
AD
Receptacle, wooden
AE
Aerosol
Standard sized pallet of dimensions 80 centimeters by 60 centimeters (cms).
AF
Pallet, modular, collars 80cms * 60cms
Pallet load secured with transparent plastic film that has been wrapped around and then shrunk tightly.
AG Pallet, shrinkwrapped
Standard sized pallet of dimensions 100centimeters by 110 centimeters (cms).
AH
Pallet, 100cms * 110cms
AI
Clamshell
Container used in the transport of linear material such as yarn.
AJ
Cone
A spherical containment vessel for retaining substances or articles.
AL
Ball
AM Ampoule, non-protected
AP
Ampoule, protected
AT
Atomizer
AV
Capsule
A band use to retain multiple articles together.
B4
Belt
BA
Barrel
BB
Bobbin
BC
Bottlecrate / bottlerack
BD
Board
BE
Bundle
BF
Balloon, non-protected
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Numeric code
34
34
34
93
34
34 or 35
44 or 45
23 or 33
23 or 33
64
62 or 63
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
24 or 25 or33 or 34
23 or 24 or 25 or33 or 34 or 62 or63
22 or 23
24 or 25
24 or 25
23 to 27
16
23 to 26
21 to 23 or31 to 33 or41 to 43
21 to 23 or31 to 33 or41 to 43
21 to 23 or31 to 33 or41 to 43
42 or 43
92
92
92
21 to 23
51
46
31
31
42 or 43
92
93
44 or 45
91
29
16
61 to 65
42 or 43

Package Type Codes

Status Code
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM
CN
CO
CP
CQ
CR
CS
CT
CU
CV
CW
CX
CY
CZ
DA
DB
DC
DG
DH
DI
DJ
DK

Name
Bag
Bunch
Bin
Bucket
Basket
Bale, compressed
Basin
Bale, non-compressed
Bottle, non-protected, cylindrical
Balloon, protected
Bottle, protected cylindrical
Bar
Bottle, non-protected, bulbous
Bolt
Butt
Bottle, protected bulbous
Box, for liquids
Box
Board, in bundle/bunch/truss
Bars, in bundle/bunch/truss
Can, rectangular
Crate, beer
Churn
Can, with handle and spout
Creel
Coffer
Cage
Chest
Canister
Coffin
Cask
Coil
Card
Container, not otherwise specified as transport equipment
Carboy, non-protected
Carboy, protected
Cartridge
Crate
Case
Carton
Cup
Cover
Cage, roll
Can, cylindrical
Cylinder
Canvas
Crate, multiple layer, plastic
Crate, multiple layer, wooden
Crate, multiple layer, cardboard
Cage, Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool (CHEP)
Box, Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool (CHEP), Eurobox
Drum, iron
Demijohn, non-protected
Crate, bulk, cardboard

Description
A receptacle made of flexible material with an open or closed top.

A narrow-necked cylindrical shaped vessel without external protective packing material.
A narrow-necked cylindrical shaped vessel with external protective packing material.
A narrow-necked bulb shaped vessel without external protective packing material.

A narrow-necked bulb shaped vessel with external protective packing material.

A flat package usually made of fibreboard from/to which product is often hung or attached.

Package containing a charge such as propelling explosive for firearms or ink toner for a printer.

A box mounted on a pallet base under the control of CHEP.
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Numeric code
62 to 64
61 to 65
21 or 25
51
27
65
51
65
32 or 33
42 or 43
32 or 33
16
42 or 43
13
44 or 45
42 or 43
21 to 25
21 to 25
16
16
22
23 to 27
32 or 33
22
27
24
26
25
21 or 22
54
44 or 45
14
67
25
43
43
92
24 to 25
21 to 25
22 to 24
51
67
26
32
12
67
23 to 25 or 27
23 to 25 or 27
23 to 25 or 27
26
27
34
43
23 to 25 or 27

Package Type Codes

Status Code
DL
DM
DN
DP
DR
DS
DT
DU
DV
DW
DX
DY
EC
ED
EE
EF
EG
EH
EI
EN
FB

Name
Crate, bulk, plastic
Crate, bulk, wooden
Dispenser
Demijohn, protected
Drum
Tray, one layer no cover, plastic
Tray, one layer no cover, wooden
Tray, one layer no cover, polystyrene
Tray, one layer no cover, cardboard
Tray, two layers no cover, plastic tray
Tray, two layers no cover, wooden
Tray, two layers no cover, cardboard
Bag, plastic
Case, with pallet base
Case, with pallet base, wooden
Case, with pallet base, cardboard
Case, with pallet base, plastic
Case, with pallet base, metal
Case, isothermic
Envelope
Flexibag

FC
FD
FE

Crate, fruit
Crate, framed
Flexitank

FI
FL
FO
FP
FR
FT
FW

Firkin
Flask
Footlocker
Filmpack
Frame
Foodtainer
Cart, flatbed

FX
GB
GI
GL
GR
GU
GY

Bag, flexible container
Bottle, gas
Girder
Container, gallon
Receptacle, glass
Tray, containing horizontally stacked flat items
Bag, gunny

GZ
HA
HB
HC
HG
HN
HR
IA
IB
IC
ID
IE

Girders, in bundle/bunch/truss
Basket, with handle, plastic
Basket, with handle, wooden
Basket, with handle, cardboard
Hogshead
Hanger
Hamper
Package, display, wooden
Package, display, cardboard
Package, display, plastic
Package, display, metal
Package, show

Description

A flexible containment bag made of plastic, typically for the transportation bulk non-hazardous cargoes
using standard size shipping containers.

A flexible containment tank made of plastic, typically for the transportation bulk non-hazardous cargoes
using standard size shipping containers.

Wheeled flat bedded device on which trays or other regular shaped items are packed for transportation
purposes.

Numeric code
23 to 25 or 27
23 to 25 or 27
93
43
34
27
27
27
27
27 or 29
27 or 29
27 or 29
62 to 64
23 to 25
23 to 25
23 to 25
23 to 25
23 to 25
22 to 25
67
65
23 to 27
26
65
44 or 45
42 or 43
23
67
26
21 to 23
94

61 to 66
31 or 35
16
A container with a capacity of one gallon.
32
Containment vessel made of glass for retaining substances or articles.
21 to 23 or31 to 33 or41 to 43
Tray containing flat items stacked on top of one another.
27
A sack made of gunny or burlap, used for transporting coarse commodities, such as grains, potatoes, and 63 to 64
other agricultural products.
16
27
27
27
44 or 45
A purpose shaped device with a hook at the top for hanging items from a rail.
93
23
21 to 23
21 to 23
21 to 23
21 to 23
21 to 23
A narrow-necked metal cylinder for retention of liquefied or compressed gas.
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Package Type Codes

Status Code Name
IF
Package, flow

Description
A flexible tubular package or skin, possibly transparent, often used for containment of foodstuffs (e.g.
salami sausage).

IG
IH
IK

Package, paper wrapped
Drum, plastic
Package, cardboard, with bottle grip-holes

IL
IN
IZ
JB

Tray, rigid, lidded stackable (CEN TS 14482:2002)
Ingot
Ingots, in bundle/bunch/truss
Bag, jumbo

JC
JG
JR
JT
JY
KG
KI
LE
LG
LT
LU
LV
LZ
MA
MB
MC
ME

Jerrican, rectangular
Jug
Jar
Jutebag
Jerrican, cylindrical
Keg
Kit
Luggage
Log
Lot
Lug
Liftvan
Logs, in bundle/bunch/truss
Crate, metal
Bag, multiply
Crate, milk
Container, metal

MR
MS
MT
MW
MX
NA
NE
NF
NG
NS
NT
NU
NV
OA

Receptacle, metal
Sack, multi-wall
Mat
Receptacle, plastic wrapped
Matchbox
Not available
Unpacked or unpackaged
Unpacked or unpackaged, single unit
Unpacked or unpackaged, multiple units
Nest
Net
Net, tube, plastic
Net, tube, textile
Pallet, CHEP 40 cm x 60 cm

OB

Pallet, CHEP 80 cm x 120 cm

OC

Pallet, CHEP 100 cm x 120 cm

OD
OE

Pallet, AS 4068-1993
Pallet, ISO T11

Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool (CHEP) standard pallet of dimensions 40 centimeters x 60
centimeters.
Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool (CHEP) standard pallet of dimensions 80 centimeters x 120
centimeters.
Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool (CHEP) standard pallet of dimensions 100 centimeters x 120
centimeters.
Australian standard pallet of dimensions 115.5 centimeters x 116.5 centimeters.
ISO standard pallet of dimensions 110 centimeters x 110 centimeters, prevalent in Asia - Pacific region.

OF
OK

Platform, unspecified weight or dimension
Block

A pallet equivalent shipping platform of unknown dimensions or unknown weight.
A solid piece of a hard substance, such as granite, having one or more flat sides.

Packaging material made out of cardboard that facilitates the separation of individual glass or plastic
bottles.
Lidded stackable rigid tray compliant with CEN TS 14482:2002.

A flexible containment bag, widely used for storage, transportation and handling of powder, flake or
granular materials. Typically constructed from woven polypropylene (PP) fabric in the form of cubic bags.

A set of articles or implements used for a specific purpose.
A collection of bags, cases and/or containers which hold personal belongings for a journey.

A wooden box for the transportation and storage of fruit or vegetables.
A wooden or metal container used for packing household goods and personal effects.
Containment box made of metal for retaining substances or articles.

A type of containment box made of metal for retaining substances or articles, not otherwise specified as
transport equipment.
Containment vessel made of metal for retaining substances or articles.

Containment vessel wrapped with plastic for retaining substances or articles.
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Numeric code
61 or 62
21 to 23
34
21 to 23
27
17
17
65

23
41
41
61 or 65
33
44 or 45
92
21 to 23 or61 to 63
12
01 to 03
23
22 to 24
12
23 to 25 or 27
62 to 64
27
23 to 25 or 27
21 to 23 or31 to 33
62 to 64
67
21 to 23 or31 to 33 or41 to 43 or61 to 63
21
0
0
0
0
24
66
66
66
92
92
92
92
92
92
17

Package Type Codes

Status Code Name
OT
Octabin
OU

Container, outer

P2
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ
PK
PL
PN
PO
PP
PR
PT
PU
PV
PX

Pan
Packet
Pallet, box Combined open-ended box and pallet
Parcel
Pallet, modular, collars 80cms * 100cms
Pallet, modular, collars 80cms * 120cms
Pen
Plate
Pitcher
Pipe
Punnet
Package
Pail
Plank
Pouch
Piece
Receptacle, plastic
Pot
Tray
Pipes, in bundle/bunch/truss
Pallet

PY
PZ
QA
QB
QC
QD
QF
QG
QH
QJ
QK
QL
QM
QN
QP
QQ
QR
QS
RD
RG
RJ
RK
RL
RO
RT
RZ
SA
SB

Plates, in bundle/bunch/truss
Planks, in bundle/bunch/truss
Drum, steel, non-removable head
Drum, steel, removable head
Drum, aluminium, non-removable head
Drum, aluminium, removable head
Drum, plastic, non-removable head
Drum, plastic, removable head
Barrel, wooden, bung type
Barrel, wooden, removable head
Jerrican, steel, non-removable head
Jerrican, steel, removable head
Jerrican, plastic, non-removable head
Jerrican, plastic, removable head
Box, wooden, natural wood, ordinary
Box, wooden, natural wood, with sift proof walls
Box, plastic, expanded
Box, plastic, solid
Rod
Ring
Rack, clothing hanger
Rack
Reel
Roll
Rednet
Rods, in bundle/bunch/truss
Sack
Slab

Description
A standard cardboard container of large dimensions for storing for example vegetables, granules of
plastics or other dry products.
A type of containment box that serves as the outer shipping container, not otherwise specified as transport
equipment.
A shallow, wide, open container, usually of metal.
Small package.

Standard sized pallet of dimensions 80 centimeters by 100 centimeters (cms).
Standard sized pallet of dimensions 80 centimeters by 120 centimeters (cms).
A small open top enclosure for retaining animals.

Standard packaging unit.

A loose or unpacked article.
Containment vessel made of plastic for retaining substances or articles.

Platform or open-ended box, usually made of wood, on which goods are retained for ease of mechanical
handling during transport and storage.

Cylindrical rotatory device with a rim at each end on which materials are wound.
Containment material made of red mesh netting for retaining articles (e.g. trees).
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Numeric code
25
23 to 25 or 27
51
21 to 23
92
21 to 23 or61 to 63
92
92
26 or 27
15
41
11
27
21 to 23
51
16
61
19
21 to 23 or31 to 33 or41 to 43 or61 to 63
41
27
11
92
15
16
34
34
34
34
34
34
44 or 45
44 or 45
23 or 33
23 or 33
23 or 33
23 or 33
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
21 to 25
12
14
93
93
91
13
66
12
65
16 or 17

Package Type Codes

Status Code
SC
SD
SE
SH
SI
SK
SL

X

Name
Crate, shallow
Spindle
Sea-chest
Sachet
Skid
Case, skeleton
Slipsheet

SM
SO
SP
SS
ST
SU
SV
SW

Sheetmetal
Spool
Sheet, plastic wrapping
Case, steel
Sheet
Suitcase
Envelope, steel
Shrinkwrapped

SX
SY
SZ
T1
TB
TC
TD
TE
TG
TI
TK
TL
TN
TO
TR
TS
TT
TU
TV

Set
Sleeve
Sheets, in bundle/bunch/truss
Tablet
Tub
Tea-chest
Tube, collapsible
Tyre
Tank container, generic
Tierce
Tank, rectangular
Tub, with lid
Tin
Tun
Trunk
Truss
Bag, tote
Tube
Tube, with nozzle

TW
TY
TZ
UC
UN

Pallet, triwall
Tank, cylindrical
Tubes, in bundle/bunch/truss
Uncaged
Unit

VA
VG
VI
VK
VL
VO
VP
VQ
VN
VR
VS

Vat
Bulk, gas (at 1031 mbar and 15°C)
Vial
Vanpack
Bulk, liquid
Bulk, solid, large particles (“nodules”)
Vacuum-packed
Bulk, liquefied gas (at abnormal temperature/pressure)
Vehicle
Bulk, solid, granular particles (“grains”)
Bulk, scrap metal

Description

A low movable platform or pallet to facilitate the handling and transport of goods.
Hard plastic sheeting primarily used as the base on which to stack goods to optimise the space within a
container. May be used as an alternative to a palletized packaging.
A packaging container used in the transport of such items as wire, cable, tape and yarn.

Goods retained in a transparent plastic film that has been wrapped around and then shrunk tightly on to
the goods.

A loose or unpacked article in the form of a bar, block or piece.

A ring made of rubber and/or metal surrounding a wheel.
A specially constructed container for transporting liquids and gases in bulk.

A capacious bag or basket.
A tube made of plastic, metal or cardboard fitted with a nozzle, containing a liquid or semi-liquid product,
e.g. silicon.
A lightweight pallet made from heavy duty corrugated board.

A type of package composed of a single item or object, not otherwise specified as a unit of transport
equipment.

A type of wooden crate.

A self-propelled means of conveyance.
Loose or unpacked scrap metal transported in bulk form.
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Numeric code
27
91
22 or 23
61
92
26
67
15
91
15
21 to 25
15
21 to 23 or61 to 63
67
67
11 to 45 ? To be removed from list?
69
15
16
51
21 to 23
61 to 65
93
93
44
24 or 25
51
21 or 22
44 or 45
24 or 25
16
62 or 63
11
31 or 32
92
34 or 35
11
0
23 to 25 or 27
35
6
31
99
4
3
67
5
93
2
9

Package Type Codes

Status Code Name
VY
Bulk, solid, fine particles (“powders”)
WA Intermediate bulk container
WB
WC
WD
WF
WG
WH
WJ
WK
WL
WM
WN
WP
WQ
WR
WS
WT
WU
WV
WW
WX
WY
WZ
XA
XB
XC
XD
XF
XG
XH
XJ
XK
YA
YB
YC
YD
YF
YG
YH
YJ
YK
YL
YM
YN
YP
YQ
YR
YS
YT
YV
YW
YX

Description
A reusable container made of metal, plastic, textile, wood or composite materials used to facilitate
transportation of bulk solids and liquids in manageable volumes.

Wickerbottle
Intermediate bulk container, steel
Intermediate bulk container, aluminium
Intermediate bulk container, metal
Intermediate bulk container, steel, pressurised > 10 kpa
Intermediate bulk container, aluminium, pressurised > 10 kpa
Intermediate bulk container, metal, pressure 10 kpa
Intermediate bulk container, steel, liquid
Intermediate bulk container, aluminium, liquid
Intermediate bulk container, metal, liquid
Intermediate bulk container, woven plastic, without coat/liner
Intermediate bulk container, woven plastic, coated
Intermediate bulk container, woven plastic, with liner
Intermediate bulk container, woven plastic, coated and liner
Intermediate bulk container, plastic film
Intermediate bulk container, textile with out coat/liner
Intermediate bulk container, natural wood, with inner liner
Intermediate bulk container, textile, coated
Intermediate bulk container, textile, with liner
Intermediate bulk container, textile, coated and liner
Intermediate bulk container, plywood, with inner liner
Intermediate bulk container, reconstituted wood, with inner liner
Bag, woven plastic, without inner coat/liner
Bag, woven plastic, sift proof
Bag, woven plastic, water resistant
Bag, plastics film
Bag, textile, without inner coat/liner
Bag, textile, sift proof
Bag, textile, water resistant
Bag, paper, multi-wall
Bag, paper, multi-wall, water resistant
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in steel drum
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in steel crate box
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in aluminium drum
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in aluminium crate
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in wooden box
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in plywood drum
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in plywood box
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in fibre drum
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in fibreboard box
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in plastic drum
Composite packaging, plastic receptacle in solid plastic box
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in steel drum
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in steel crate box
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in aluminium drum
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in aluminium crate
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in wooden box
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in plywood drum
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in wickerwork hamper
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in fibre drum
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in fibreboard box

Numeric code
1
23 to 26 or62 to 64
42 or 43
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
23 to 26
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
23 to 26
23 to 26
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
33 or 34
24 or 25
33 or 34
24 or 25
24 or 25
33 or 34
24 or 25
33 or 34
24 or 25
33 or 34
24 or 25
33 or 34
24 or 25
33 or 34
24 or 25
24 or 25
33 or 34
23
33 or 34
24 or 25
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Package Type Codes

Status Code
YY
YZ
ZA
ZB
ZC
ZD
ZF
ZG
ZH
ZJ
ZK
ZL
ZM
ZN
ZP
ZQ
ZR
ZS
ZT
ZU
ZV
ZW
ZX
ZY
ZZ

Name
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in expandable plastic pack
Composite packaging, glass receptacle in solid plastic pack
Intermediate bulk container, paper, multi-wall
Bag, large
Intermediate bulk container, paper, multi-wall, water resistant
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic, with structural equipment, solids
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic, freestanding, solids
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic, with structural equipment, pressurised
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic, freestanding, pressurised
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic, with structural equipment, liquids
Intermediate bulk container, rigid plastic, freestanding, liquids
Intermediate bulk container, composite, rigid plastic, solids
Intermediate bulk container, composite, flexible plastic, solids
Intermediate bulk container, composite, rigid plastic, pressurised
Intermediate bulk container, composite, flexible plastic, pressurised
Intermediate bulk container, composite, rigid plastic, liquids
Intermediate bulk container, composite, flexible plastic, liquids
Intermediate bulk container, composite
Intermediate bulk container, fibreboard
Intermediate bulk container, flexible
Intermediate bulk container, metal, other than steel
Intermediate bulk container, natural wood
Intermediate bulk container, plywood
Intermediate bulk container, reconstituted wood
Mutually defined

Description

Numeric code
62 or 63
23 or 24
62 to 64
62 to 64
62 to 64
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
62 to 64
23 to 26
62 to 64
23 to 26
62 to 64
23 to 26 or62 to 64
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
23 to 26
0
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Guarantee Codes
Code
0
1
2
3

4

Situation
For guarantee waiver (Article 95(2) of the Code)
For comprehensive guarantee (Article 89(5) of the Code
For individual guarantee in the form of an undertaking by a guarantor (Article 92(1)(b) of the
Code)
For individual guarantee in cash or other means of payment recognised by the customs
authorities as being equivalent to a cash deposit, made in euro or in the currency of the Member
State in which the guarantee is required (Article 92(1)(a) of the Code
For individual guarantee in the form of vouchers (Article 92(1)(b) of the Code and Article 160)

5

For guarantee waiver where the amount of import or export duty to be secured does not exceed
the statistical value threshold for declarations laid down in accordance with Article 3(4) of
Regulation (EC) No 471/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council (*) (Article 89(9) of
the Code)(*) Regulation (EC) No 471/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6
May 2009 on Community statistics relating to external trade with non-member countries and
repealing Council Regulation (EC) No 1172/95 (OJ L 152, 16.6.2009, p. 23).

7

For individual guarantee in another form which provides equivalent assurance that the amount of
import or export duty corresponding to the customs debt and other charges will be paid (Article
92(1)(c) of the Code)
For guarantee not required for certain public bodies (Article 89(7) of the Code)
For guarantee furnished for goods dispatched under TIR procedure
For guarantee not required for goods carried by fix transport installations (Article 89(8)(b) of the
Code)
For guarantee not required for goods placed under the temporary admission procedure in
accordance with Article 81(a) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2446 (Article 89(8)(c) of the
Code)
For guarantee not required for goods placed under the temporary admission procedure in
accordance with Article 81(b) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2446 (Article 89(8)(c) of the
Code)
For guarantee not required for goods placed under the temporary admission procedure in
accordance with Article 81(c) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2446 (Article 89(8)(c) of the
Code)
For guarantee not required for goods placed under the temporary admission procedure in
accordance with Article 81(d) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2446 (Article 89(8)(c) of the
Code)
For guarantee not required for goods placed under the Union transit procedure in accordance
with Article 89(8)(d) of the Code

8
B
C
D

E

F

G

H

